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SOLE SUGGESTIONS FOR Ti USE OF VISUAL EDUCATION
IN TEACHING ILLITERATE CHINESE PARENTS

CONDITIONS WHICH PROVOKED THIS STUDY

Since this study has been designed to meet a specific

need for tue education of Chinese parents located in Pung
VTong

village

rer

Lingnan

University1

it seems fitting

that sone explanation should be given regarding the existing conditions in the villages of this district.

These

conditions have prompted the writer to select, organize
and adapt the subject matter contained in this volume.

General Ilan

____

Located a short distance from Lingnan University
conare several villages, each similar In type and each

sisting of several hundred families crowded into con-

gested districts.

At tne entrances to these villages

one may find large hanyan trees under which inhabitants

and travellers rest and talk.
Since tne inhabitants of a single village are
related,

they

iave

erected a family temple where tablets,

been
in memory of the ancestors, have

set up for worship.

public square where
In front of tuis temple is a paved
children may play.

Jmong other important village struc-

2
tures1

ene may find "Every Eari's Building".

In this

building public matters are decided by the eiders.

It

is also used for festivals and celebrations.

Organization of the 1anìilies

The large patriarchal family system still exists
aruong

these people.

As long as the grandfather lives

is the head of the family,

respected.
est son.

and

.tie

e

must be honored and

Then he dies the authority goes to his eidIf no

son is born into a family,

ttempt is made to adopt a boy.

an early

He later assumes the

responsibilities as head of the family.
The contrast between the superiority of men and in-

feriority of women is striking.

Titis

condition brinas

about conflicts and barriers between members of a family.

Communication is bloc.zed and cooperation, companionship,
and a sharing of responsibilities recome impossible.

Traditions that have existed for centuries are
difficult to change.

The aged, both men and women,

a decided fear of losing their power.

have little authority,

it is not

show

Although women

unusual for the older

mothers to release tneir suppressed desire for power
by exerting entire control over their daughters-in-law.
Earriage,

therefore, is unattractive to many young girls.

3

Parents nave sole authority over their cnildren in-.
eluding the selection of mates. As a rule, mates are not
chosen according to physical and mental soundness, but
according to social and economic position. This condition causes girls as early as fourteen years of age, to
unhesitatingly express a desire to avoid marriage. They

prefer to live in groups in a spinster home wnere
they have no relationships with men.
It is not unusual after marriae for girls to refuse
to live with their husbands. The rnarriae relationships
under these conditions cre texiinated by paying fixed

much

sums of money to

the husbar±d's

fnhly.

Housing and Conditions Relating to Sanitation

in the district surrounding
Lingnan University are one story houses, uniform in plan,
size and shape. They have been constructed on small
squares or blocks, separated by narrow passage ways.
Usually two houses are close togetner on a single square.
At trie entrance to most of the nouses there is a iìall
which opens into an enclosed, roofless space where the
Most of the homes

family well is usually located. The Kitchen and living
room adjoin this open space. The living room is also
used as a dining room. The bed rooms are located at the

4

back of the house and on either side of the living room.
No stora&e rooms are provided except for small attic

spaces, accessible only by movable ladders.

These storage

spaces are used for extra clothing and bedding.

Since the houses contain no bath rooms, tubs are

filled and carried into the bed rooms for the bath.
Covered pails, which serve as toilets, are placed in
corners of the bed rooms.
Formerly it was contrary to the customs of the

villages to build windows and

to

construct tail houses,

but through the influence of Lingnan University, the
customs have recently been changed and taller houses

with windows are now being built.
floor plan, shown in plate

I,

The characteristic

will picture the generai

arrangement of a typical Chinese house in the Hong Lock
district.
In the

The furniture in each house is very simple.
livir

room there are rows of straight wooden chairs

along two sides of the wall.

Against the wall opposite

the front door one may u±id a long narrow table approxirnately four and one half feet tall.

On this table one

may find vases, a mirror, a clock and pictures.

A

square dining table, which is pulled out to the center
of tne living room at meal time, is

stored under this

tall table.

On the walls, pictures of advertisements are hung.
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These pictures not only lack educational value, but they
are ugly from the artistic standpoint.

Each bed room is furnished with wooden beds, a
table, and one or two ciairs.

These beds with wood

boards ratiier than springs and mattresses, are used not
only for adults but also for the tiny baby.
The floors in the houses are made of soft brick tile.
These tile are unglazed and t1ierefore readily collect
dirt.

It is difficult

to keep the floors in a

sanitary

condition because tue cleaning equipment consists of a

broom and feather duster, although a wet mop is used
o

ccasionally.

During the winter months when the temperature
frequently drops to forty degrees, tue unheated houses
seem particularly cold because of the tile floors.

children play on the floors,

When

they are not only thrown

into unsanitary surroundings but they also become chilled

during the cold weather.

With sky lights, no windows, and a single door,
which is kept closed at nigiit, good ventilation is impossible.

Conditions are made even worse since children

usually sleep in beds with adults.
Frequently epidemics spread because the people lack
an understanding of the importance of such factors as

personal hygiene, sanitary equipment, good water supply,

r

a good sewage system,

rig1t care of food, and the proper

care of the sick.
The neglect of sanitary conditions is evident as

shown by the fact that the people of this district use
neitlLer individual towels nor individual plates

The utensils,

such as chopstic.s,

for food.

basins, and tubs,

can

not be kept in a sanitary condition because most of them
are made of wood.
The water is usually taken from shallow wells near
sewage.

Although people seldom drink unboiled water,

sources of water contamination are found in many places

and particularly by means of sewage which is carried off
through open drainage ditches that are accessible to
flies and animais.

Lkarbage cans are kept in houses with-

out covers and later emptied into an open space not far

from the homes.
It is

riot

unusual to find that meat, fruit and

vegetables are sold close to these places that are
exposed to dirt and flies.

/hen food products are

brought into the nome they are usually left uncovered.
Fruit is eaten raw, and since it is often subjected to

many sources of contamination it may become a carrier
for disease germs.

When one person in a family becomes ill he is
usually kept in the house with the other family members
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and not

infrequently in the

since isolation
During illness the rooií is
same room,

is considered unnecessary.
more tightly closed than usual.
It is generally believed tiìat measles and other
chiidrens diseases should attack a person at least once
in his life and tue earlier the better, so wny snould
infected persons be isolated?
The people believe that the methods of cure that
fron one generation to another, aitnougn
unscientific, act as magic, hcwever, a general interest
in the betterment of practices is evident. Tnis is shown
by the fact that some parents now seek medical attention.
are handed

down

little

consideration is given to the
food tiat is served to the sick individual. In general
the food is less attractive and less nourishing tnan
Unfortunately

under ordinary conditions.

Occupations and Financial Status of' People
Most of the

dren,

worK on

people, including men,

rice

veetable
the villages.

and.

women

and chu-

farms that are located

consist
of small patches of land about one or two acres in size.
Children not only iielp with lighter work in these fields
some

distance from

These farms,

but they also run errands or gather leaves and

wood

for

8

fuel.

::any

of those who do not work on farms become day

workers and sometimes pedlers.

A large percent of the

girls learn to embroider vinen they are about ten years
of age and they become quite skillful by the time they

are twelve or thirteen.

With the combined effort of the family members they
can scarcely earn enough for a living.

Women receive

about thirty cents or more a day for their embroidery

work and men workers of various kinds receive about forty
cents a day.

The income for an entire month averages

about fifteen dollars for

eacii

worker, or the entire

monthly income for a family of six would total about
thirty-five dollars.

minimum standards

f

TnIs rate of income permits only

living.

Education

According to tne statistics given in the Chinese
Lear Book 1934

(1)

only 263 out of 10,000 people receive

a grade school education,
a high school education,

21 out of 10,000 people receive

and one out of every 10,000

people receives a college education.

iducation for bo,s in the districts near Lingnan
University is financed by each vil1ge, but not until
recently has education for girls been considered.
I,

-

-;:

r

.'

-i-

l

-

-

-.T7.

When

Lingnan University was founded about

thirty

years ago tne students, under the auspices of tne Y.W.C.A.,
started a free grade sciool for all, reard1ess of age.
Although but few attended in early days now many children

are enrolled in

tìe school.

This increase in attendence

is probably due to the fact that classical or formal
education is being replaced by more practical forms.
At the present time very few opportunities for parent
1most no subject uatter is
education are available.
written in Chinese, on topics relating to child care and

training.
The

cost of books makes tìein pronibitive for

with low incomes.

If,

l-iomes

however, books could be made

available to the public, people of tAle laboring class
could not read because of their educational status.
Since the radio is considered a lwcury and for the
wealthy only, it has limited possibilities at tae present
time for educating the mass of Chinese people on low
incomes.
Trend

The

Prevailing Attitudes

Toward

the Child

following sample of prevailing attitudes shows
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the general trend of thought with reference to a jew topics

related to the child:
1.

Children should be punisned by criticisms,

threats, and spankings.
2.

Children should obey witnout showing anger.

3.

Children should learn by hearing rither than

through practical experience.
4.

Parents give no consideration to tne importance

of setting a good exa-tple before children.
5.

Consistency in place and regularity in time for

carrying out daily routine is unnecessary.
6.

Pleasant associations are unnecessary.

7.

Children's questions need not be answered.

8.

The child's future is predestined,

environment

has little influence.
9.

Children play merely to kill time, and too much

play makes them absent minded.

This attitude is shown by

the fact that tue few toys that the children have are not

suited to trieir age and growing needs.

Children below

one year of age may iiave only one or two dolls.

Then

children begin to stand, they are put into a bamboo pen
to

play by themselves often without play materials

except for the baboo rings around the pen.

children grow older some of them may be

As

the

iven instru-

mente of percussion, utensils for cooking,

one or

1].

two

other toys.
10.

this fact

il.

Then a women becomes pregnant she should keep

secret and ot seek a doctor's care.
Adequate diets, appropriate clotiiina, rest,

a

exercise, and hygiene of the pregnant mother recei.ves
little consideration because icnowledge of their importance
is lacking.
Well balanced adults cannot be expected to develop
from childrei reared by undesirable nethods. Prom the
above description it is obvious that a great need of
Chinese parents is a progran. for improving sanitation and
preventing disease. They also need to learn principles
involved in iabit formation, in discipilne, in training
of ernothions and attitudes, in play, in sex education, in

relationships.
Although the mental development of the child is of
great importance, a child can not progress adequately
Trie writer rias therefore directed
without a sound body.
her primary interests toward developing a plan for

better clothing practices

educating

illiterate

and in family

Criinese parents with reference to

pre-natal and infant care. In doing this she is not
unmindful of the need for a complete prograii in the
psychological field.

12
THE PROBLEM

Although the outcome of a series of learning experiences may include the acquiring of knowledge and generalizations, the development of skill,

e.

care

in attitudes

or philosophy and the reorganization of emotional patterns;

probably an important outcome should be an improvement of
practices.
Tne writer has therefore chosen as her objective

for this study the improvement of pracUce with reference to the

post natal.

physical

care of the

child

both pre natal

and

These changes in practice to be directed

toward bringing about an environment which promotes the
optimal

physical

development of the child.

Since in a single series of study discussions,

the

writer can not undertake a comprenensive educational
program in this field, sne has limited it
post-natal life to the first year.

to

the study of

This particular

emphasis has been selected because vital statistics indicate that

titis

period is tue most hazardous in the

entire life cycle of the individual.
In the previous chapter the writer has attempted to

set

forth the ¿eneral situation witri reference to

tzìe

status of tne Chinese people for whom this plan of parent

education has been developed.

Although witn some mod-
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ifications, this plan may be adapted to any of the villages
in the district aurrounding Lingnan University, the

specific

community for which the writer has organized ier material
is the village of :'ung Wong.

Fung Wang village has been selected because it adjoins
tue Lingnan campus.

The people in this community have had

closer contacts with education than have the people in

more remote villages.

The writer

iaas

nade the assumption

that tzis close contact with education which has created a

friendly attitude toward knowledge in general, will facilitate tue learning of better practices

From year

the care of children.

to

witÁ-i

,;ear

reference to

the parent eciuca-

tian program may be pushed out in an ever widening circle

around the University.
After tne writer

zias

trained lay leaders, many of

whom will include wives of staff members at Lingnan University, a more extensive program of parent education will
be undertaken.

The Stucì

Group

Selection of Study Group Members

Since the organization of study groups in the village

of Fung Wong is a new movement, the attitudes, customs,

14

habits and occupatiois of' the three hundred families who
live in this community must be c.refully colAsidered to
insure tne cooperation and good will of tue conunity toward tue project.
Probably one of' tue functions of these first study
groups should be tzìat of stimulating, an interest in the

later

development of a more comprehensive proram for

studying problems relating to the child. Mucki therefore
depends upon the success of this first group.
Esther cGinnis (i) states that parents may conie to

iiutellectual curiosity, from a feeling
of inadquacy, or from the desire to solve a. definite
specific problem.
Parents in this village have not yet come to the
realization of a felt need for iniiproving their methods of
dealing with children, or for improving family relationships. The older people froiì long years of unwitting
a study group from

experience have a mind set toward. accepted customary
practices. Certain fixed habits which interfere with

education makes it difficult for the Chinese parents to
accept new ideas.
riie younger parents, however, are more eager to
1.

:ícGinnis, Esther, Lanual for

ie

Organization of

Study Groups, University of Linnesota

p. 3, 131.

Circular,

1go.

1,
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lern, and
to

to

accept new ideas.

It

seems best thereThre

open these study classes to the younger parents who

show

ari

eagerness to become members of the study group.

These parents should also have children of about the same

ages or in the same stage of development.
Esther ::cGinnis believes that witn sucn groups,

lessons can be definitely adapted to a particular age
level in children.

The interest of the parent is also

keener when the topics are related
uation.

to

his specific sit-

The discussion is more practical,

arid

the benefits

derived are more immediate.
The study group should also be homogeneous because a

friendly group is less apt to be upset emotionally.

Tnis

does not imply that parents of diverse opinions should be

entirely excluded, but ratner that this factor should be

kept in mind in starting a group in a new community.
Perhaps the amount cf available leisure is worthy of

consideration.

.Pareíits who

can at least have some spare

moments and who are not troubled with economic instability
will be in a better state of readiness to learn.
At the present time a barrier exists between tne

sexes of the Cninese families.

The entire responsibility

of caring for small children is assumed by the mother.

The realization

tat

both parents should bear a joint

responsibility, has to be awakened gradually.

Because of

16

this existing attitude it

seems

best that mothers only

should be invited to the study groups.
he also

liiited

to those

children under one year
Metsiod of

wzio

of'

The group

should

are either pregnant or have

age.

Crganizig

Groups

Various authors have described ietiods of approach
or preliminary steps in organizing study groups.
Dr. Esther 1cGinnis (2) has suggested

that:

est in study groups may be aroused by holding
meeting, wiäeli aivertised in the coiimunity.

"Inter-

a general
At

this

meeting a competent person may describe the purposes of
group study, the values to be derived, and the methods
of organization»
Payson and Haley (3) llave also suggested methods of
advertising classes. Tnese suggestions include visits,

telephone calls, plans presented tlirougn the schools or
clubs, churcll announcements, news papers, slides at movie

houses, and posters.
Although these and other methods may be used in the
United States, the iorne visit is the only type that is
2.

ibid., p.

6

3. Payson, Verna i. and Alice H. holly 'Promnotion' in
Adult Education Li

Home

:.:akth, 1929,

pp..

23-25.
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adapted to the Jhinese situation.
A survey of tiie available methods of making announcements to tue inkìabitants of the village shows limited

possibilities.
village is without churcies and moving picture
houses Public neetin or lectures are so seldom field
that no adequate provision has been ìaìe for public meeting
places.
The

ewspapers1

hand

bills

or

;csters

cause the majority of people are

nave no value be-

illiterate.

telephones are used because the cost is too great
for the litiited Chinese budgets. This method of cornmunication must, therefore be excluded.
Announcements sent through scnool children can not be
relied upon as a means of reaching pregnant mothers and par?ew

ents of children under one year of age. In China school
attendance is not enforced and since all ciildren do not
attend school tiis metiod of making announcements would
have a most limited. value.

visits

selected
for use in this study. Through these home contacts the
leader will be introduced to the home situation. Sue will
also gain a better understanding of tne individuai needs
and interests. $he can establish a personal acquaintance
with the group members VIi11C should, if the leader is
-'or the above reasons home

iave been

18

skillful,

serve as a nucleus for tie dey elopment of corifidence and mutual understanding between the leader and

parents.
classes will be limited to twenty
members. If neces sar,', several sections will be organized
to accommodate all who are interested in attendin.
Each of tiiese study

Time, Place

Within

'reguency of .ieetin

tnis village it is not ossible

meeting place adequate for

electricity
are

common

rous

due to the

to find a

lack of

and comfortable seating space.

because tne Czuinese

Distractions
people have not beeïi trained

to avoid the interruption of group meetings while they
are in progress. To provide the best available conditions,
tie study group meetings will be ìeld eit;ier on trie Lingnan University Ca1nus or in homes of members vmen nome

equipment is needed for

illustrative material.

selecting the season most favorable for study
classes, occupations have little influence. Probably
the most important factor to be considered is that of
climate. The summer months from tne first of July to
In

the end of August are very hot and tue period between

fifteenth to March fifteenth is cold. Because
the Chinese people dislike to travel during unpleasant
December
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weather1

it seems

best to arrange for day meetings during

the spring and fall.

Evening meetings would attract veri few people because the chinese have neither efficient travelling fac-

ilities nor well lighted roads.
To better fit

into

the customs and cli:natic

conditions1

the lessons therefore will be divided into units of eight

lessons each.
:eetings will be kield once eacn wee1 since tiere is no
convenient method of informing parents of irregular meetings.
The majority of the people in this district serve

but two meals each day.

These are served at nine in the

morning and at five o'clock in the evening.

Tite

most

convenient time for meetings therefore is during tne
late morning or early afternoon.

The ±roblem Stated

With the above objectives, limitations and conditions
in mind,

the writer,

in planning a progra

cation for illiterate chinese parents,

of parent edu-

has defined her

problem as follows:
1.

To analyze

trie

literature in the field of child develop-

ment pertaining to prenatal and postnatal care.

20

select froLn this material (through subjective
analysis) those factors WiI1C1 need to be stressed to
bring about a cilange of ractíces in caring for
Chinese infants under one year of age and. also those
factors which need to be stressed to bring about better
practices in prenatal care.
3. To adapt acceptable practices to tue equipment obtain-

2.

To

able by those included in

4.

To

tie

study groups.

develop visual methods for teaching a selected

sample of subject matter tc

illiterate

Chinese parents.

21
SELECTION A1D ORGA1IZATION OF SUBJECT EATTER

Metriod of

Selection

Authorities in tue field of parent education are
well agreed tht the subject matter to be included in a
group discussion should be in accord witi the needs of
the individual members of the group.
In the United tates, the parent education movement
is fairly well established and as a result parents, and
particularly the younger ones, are see.tin specific help
in learning methods of caring for their cnildren.
Since the parent education movement has not yet
been introduced into China, and these parents :iave not
reen made aware of a need for improving practices in car-

best for tie leader of
study groups to assume the responsibility for analyzing
the needs, and to select the principles which (though
subjective judgment) appear most essential to the
ing for

their ciiildren, it

seems

me.ìihers of the study group.

These

principles

may

then

basis for the meetings; being subject to
change wflich see necessary as tue course progresses.
Based on this assumption, the writer iias selected iier
be used as a

material

by

tie following

method:

Knowlede and generalizations related to the prenatal
and postnatal care ol tue infant were asseibled and class-

22

ified.

This was done by carefully analyzing the material

set forth in boois written

by

recognized authors.

(

2,

). The method used 'by Ojemann (described
in an unpublished manuscript) for preparing standards
was followed. i. e. All subject matter was classified
under specific units. The material in each unit was tien
sunimarized. This method insured a fair degree of com2leteness with reference to the material considered essential
by experts.
This summary of knowledge and generalizations was
then coìisidered in coriforniity to tie tninidng of experts
with reference to the principles of child care.
7,

53,

13 and. 21

As a means

of comparing the Chinese situation with

this standard, a summary of the Chinese practices and
attitudes was prepared for each unit. Through a careful
analysis, those units in which widest gaps appeared
were selected as units to be included in tnis study.
Trie specific subject matter selected in each unit
lends itself to adaption in accord with the following
conditions i .e. before the writer attempts to teac1 this
series of lessoils she must attempt to find the answers to
the following questions and to furtier revise her learn(

ing progra'n to meet the needs of the specific group):
1. Needs of tie groups according to:

a.

What ages of

children are represented

by the group
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of parents

b. Physical :ea1th
Are

existing ph'sica1 iea1ti conditions of sudi ti-iat

medical or nutritional aids should be ;iven immediate

consi de ration?
o. Economic condition

the parents in a financial situation t-iat itia.ces
it desirable to introduce better methods of producmoney, and energy betior or better use of
fore the acì.rninistration of the parent education

Are

time1

prograuil?

d. Leisure

activity

Does tue group

think of leisure as an unproductive

time consuming enterprise. or does the group feel a
need for guidance in

2.

better use of leisure

time?

Interest of the group
Are parents interested in problems of child care and
training, .rìouse furnishings, foods, clothing, or other
subj ects?

3. knowledge of the parents

\hat is the bacgrouiid of the group?
in balance with their knowledge?
4. Ae of tie group

Are

tneir

That are tne approximate ages of the parents?

emotions

(Problems

that confront the young parents differ from those of the
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older parents. Their interests and needs differ, tneir
ease of learning differ, their attitudes differ, and
their ability to adapt difters).
5. Materials available
Are denonstration or other illustrative materials
available for instructional purposes?
6. Parent standard

practices

desirable standards and practices? \niould it be advisable to bring
about radical changes or gradual changes in practices?
7. Ability
iìat are the parents levels of ability? (Tîiouh the
practices of the group may be far from the ideal, care
must be taken that tie demand is not beyond tieir
How

far

ability

does the group deviate from

to

attain).
Obj ectives

important part of a course in parent education is
that of setting forth objectives or goals.
The writer nas reviewed the discussion of objectives
and criteria set forth by the following authorities in
Ari

the field:
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Gertrude

Law

(i), Esther lcGinnis (2),

E. G. Lindeman (3),

Sidonie M. Gruneberg (4), and (5), Elora M. Thurston (6)
and (7), and Williarft i. Biatz (8). With these in mind the
following specific objectives nave been selected for the

parent education course for illiterate OMnese parents:
1. To help parents improve methods of carrying out a program of physical developrent for tnemseìves and tneir
children by:
a. Recognizing their problems.
b. Improving their own status of physical and mental

health.
c. Putting into practice the improved methods of child
care.
d. Modifying their attitudes toward better methods.
1. Law, Gertrude, (hbjectives for ì?arent iducatiou in California, Education Bulletin of California, pp. 23, 1934.
2. McGinnis, Esther, op. cit., p. 44.
3. Lindeman, Edward C.. "Sociological Bacgrounds of Earnily Life" in Parent Education by tue VTnite House Conference on Child Health and Protection, 1932, pp. 3-15.
4. Gruneherg, Sidonie M., "Parent Education and. Child
Welfare in America" in Parent Education by tie hite
House Jonference on Child Healtri. and .L-rotection, 1932,
pp. 16-30.
5. __________, "What is Parent Education All About" in
Children, 1933, pp. 9-25.
Q
6. Tklurston, Flora M., "General Discussion" in Parent
Education by the White flouse Conference on Child llealth
and Protection, 1932, pp. 30-37.
7 . __________, "hat is Parent Education" in Parent Education Tnird Year Book, 1932, pp. 12-16.
7i11iam E., "Parent Education Function" in
Blatz,
8.
Parent Education Third Year Book, 1932, pp. 17-20.
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Based on the criteria set forth in this and tne
revious chapter, the writer

rias

selected the following

units for a courge of study:

Units to be Included in the Study Class

Prenatal Care
edicai Supervision

1.

Influence of prenatal care from the standpoint of
both mother and child

Need for medical supervision throughout the prenatal

period

Responsibilities of

the physician

Responsibilities of both parents
2,

3.

)iet of

Expectant Mother

I;ffect of diet on the well being of

both mother and

baby
4.

Personal hygiene, Rest and Exercise
Importance of adequate elimination

Suitable types of exercise
Proper rest and sleep
5.

Clothing for tne Mother

Principles in selecting clothing
Warmth, appearance,

hygienic value and comfort

Types of garments needed

2?

Selection of materials

Construction of new clothes and making over of old
ones

Postnatal Care
6.

The Infant's Diet
'iother's milk as an adequate diet
:.:ethod

of nursing

Care of breasts

Feeding schedule
:;eaning
7.

the baby-- time and method

Preparatio

of Artificial Food

Supplementary food for the baby

How and when introduced
Equipment needed for preoaring food
Methods of preparing

Quantity to prepare
Method of storing

Method of prejaring milk for artificial feeding
8.

The Baby's Bath

Importance of bath in the daily schedule
Temperature of room
Temperature of water
Materials needed
Undressing

Method of bathing
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Steps in 'oatning

Drying

Method of dressing the infant
9.

Safe guarding the

Bab»s Health

Importance of health examinations at regular intervals

Methods of reducing disease
Sunshine,

fresh air,

to

a minimum

and exercise

Immunizations
Children's diseases
Isolation
Importance of cleanliness and medical supervision
10,

11.

Infants Ulotning

Principles involved
Baby's layette
ITumber of and kinds of

arrnents

Materials suitable for each kind
Principles of Construction
Size of garments
12,

13.

Care of Clothing

Arrangement of

t.cie

working room for laundering

General principles of washing cotton materials

Preparation for washing
Actutl process of washing

Drying
Ironing
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Washing of colored materials, woolen, and silk
14. Gleep

Kind of bed
B e dd i n

Oonditions that favor sleep
Amount of sleep needed
Tethod of preparing the baby for bed

Teaching the child habits of sleep
15. Elimination

Necessity for early training
Methods and principles used in training
A program for diet and exercise in promoting good

habits of elimination
16. A Program of Play for

tzie

.Lirst

Year of Life

Necessity of play equipment for physical, mental,
social and emotional development
Types of play materials for tne child under one year

Conditions necessary for play
Temp e ra tu r e
Space

Clothing
Safety
In planning this sequence of units,

it

seems most

logical to begin with prenatal care and follow with the
first care of the infant.

Trie

topics related to clothing,
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eating, sleeping, elimination, hygiene, routine and diseases
of childhood are all important, but tie sequence of these
units in tLie study course is of little importance.
Unless specific needs which sugest a better sequence
are observed as the class progresses, the generai arrangerrient of the units as outlined in the above summary will
be followed.

Although the above outline of subject matter ajears
to include a great amount of material, it seems best to

cover a rather wide range of topics for the purpose of

arousing consciousness of a need for engaging in better

practices.
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SUGGESTED NETHODS FCR ADAPTING

AD

PRESENTING THE

LEARNING PROGRAM TC ILLITERATE

CHI1SE

PARENTS

Before discussing methods for presenting a learning

program to illiterate Chinese parents,
summarize

writer will

the criteria set forth as a guide in adapting

and presenting the learning

progr.

Criteria Set Forth in Adatin

1.

trie

the Subject Matter

All subject matter should be adapted to the age level
of children and also to tne understanding and interests
of parents.

2.

The suggested equipment to be used for each lesson

should be within a price range tnat conforms to the
economic status of the families.
;3.

In so far as possible illustrative material

should in

elude native equipment or material and whenever

possible, pictures of Criinese parents and infants.
4.

In adapting tne materials and subject matter customs
of the people should be given consideration to prevent

unnecessary violations.
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Criteri.

Set Forth as a Guide in Selecting Methods
Learning E.eriertces

Presentin
1. Cenforrriity to the

of learning.

1aw

learniri program depends largely
upon the methods used, i. e. ujon conformity to the
laws of learning. These laws briefly sunmarized are

effectiveness of

The

a

as follows:

a. Readiness
The teacner should find. the parents level and begin
at that point. Subject matter that is too easy or

level of the learner tends to kill the
interest. Subject matter that is too difficult will

below the

not be understood and subsequently brings disappointment.

b. Viyjd

vivid experience will make a more lestir.tg impression upon the learner than will experiences that
are not vivid.
A

c. Primacy
The

first

upon the

impression exerts the strongest influence

learner. That

which

remain longer in the memory.

therefore are important.
d. Effect

is learned first villi
The

first

impressions
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Satisfaction which comes from accomplishment serves
as a motivating force for repeating the act and for

further learning.
e.

Participation
One learns more quickly by doing than by memorizing
or reading principles.

Final results depend on

iow

successfully one uses tie principles in practice,
nct upon the number of principles learned.
f.

Repetition
Retention of learning depends upon the number of
repetitions.

The more one repeats a process provid-

ing satisfaction is present, the better it is understood,

and the more skillfully it is done,

i.

e.,

providing the practice is well done and properly
motivated.
2.

The use of variety in sensory experiences

Any one (illiterate or literate) lears uore readily
through senscry experiences.

Tue greater the variety

of sensory experiences the more readily will learning

take place.

Therefore in giving lessons to parents,

the use of a variety of sensory experiences

hearing,
3.

auen as

seeing, and doing, reinforces learning.

The presentation of one or two approved methods of

practices for each process is preferable to the

presentation of many methods.

The introduction of
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one method prevents confusion.

T:ere may be different methods of preparing food,

different schedules for a bati, and different methods of

responding

to

a childs

reactins, but there

one generally accepted method or principle.

is usually

When one

method or principle is fixed fiily in the mind,
fications may be introduced.

It is far better to

.iodiiow

and carry out one accepted method well than to have a
feeling of confusion with reference to several methods.

Methods of Presenting Subject iatter to Illiterates

Of the various met.ods used in parent education the

most common ones are
discussion method.

te

lecture-question method and the

The lecture-question method is satis-

factory if the leader presents the naterial in a thought

provoking way, allowing each
Gertrude Law

(i)

says,

iember freedom to participate.

"We need leaders wio

iave a command

of large bodies of reliable subject matter, plus the habit
of inquiry,

skill in provoking questions and freedoa from

any desire to impose a particular point of view upon a

group."
1.

Law, Gertrude,

"Lecture-Questioii ethod" in
cation First Year Book, 1930, p. 112.

.t-arent

du-
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In the discussion method,

discussion may begin with

an initial presentation by the leader or witii reports by
a member.

Frequently an immediate problem or an observa-

tion stimulates the members to contribute to tne thinking

and solution of problems.

Sidonie

Ì..

said tnat an urgent need of parents is
of facts,
to

Grunenberg
ïiot

(2)

has

an accumulation

"but rather a changed point of view with respect

values and objectives»'

Herbert R. Stotz

(3)

states

that discussion affords an opportunity to
i

.

release emotions

2.

recognize that others have the similar problem

3.

get satisfaction from an analysis and treatment
of a problem

'i.

grow in knowledge of the child and themselves

In planning a progran

for illiterate Chinese parente

it seems nighly desirable th2t both the lecture-question

method should be used as a means of reinforcing visual
methods.

It also seems important,

in the teaching of

illiterate Chinese parents that rnotiv:.tion should be given
special consideration since these people are not accustomed
to

attending lectures or to discussing tneir problens in

public meetings.
Sidonie, M., "Discussion Method" in arent
Education First Year Book, 1930, p. 122.
3. Stotz, Herbert R., TIDjscussjonhI in Parent Education,
White House Conference on Child Health and Protection,
l32, pp. 234-235.
2. Gruenberg,
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The writer has previousl

stated the importance of

facilitating learning by making use of as many sensory
experiences as possible.
By means of visual aids such as slides, posters,

pictures, photographs,

exhibits,

cartoons, and demon-

a more efficient method of learning is made

strations,

available to parents.
to be the logical

l'or

method

illiterate parents,

to use.

The advantages of visual aids may

follows:

(4)

it seems

'be

summarized as

and (5)

1.

They are a universal language, easily understood by all.

2.

They convey concrete knowledge which is more understand-

able to parents than abstract facts and theories.
3.

Familiar experiences are presented in a new way thus
stimulating interest and attention.

4.

Vivid experiences are presented

wriicil

facilitate reten-

aain

as frequently as

tion.
5.

They can

'be

shown over and over

desired.
6.

A long process or period of development can

'be

shown

in a short period of time.
7.

They reduce time in presenting large amounts of material.
Ada Hart, "Visual Educstion" in P8rent Education
by Committee on the Family and Parent Education of the
White House Conference on Child Healtri and Protection,
1932, pp. 247-248.
Douglass, Hart R., "Visual Instruction" in Modern Methods
High chool Teachin, 1926, pp. 180, 186-191.

4. Arlitt,

5.
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8. They make

it posib1e

to show tc any group, at any time,

things outside the immediate environment.
11i.sual aids alone are not sufficient. They should be,
if presented in the most effective form, accompanied by
other sensory exQeriences, i. e., pictures or charts should

oral explanations. Materials shown
should be felt or handled. In otner words the greater the
variety of sensory experiences the more permanent viili be
the impression. Accordinb to illswortn C. .Dent (6) visual-

by suppleniented by

sensory aid is more nearly true statement than "visual
educìtion". Since so many senses are required, Jent (7)

stated that it is especially important for teacners to be
familiar with the visual aids before presenting and
organizing them. It is also important that few pertinent
illustrations be given rather than scores of less related
ones.

interesting to call attention to the fact
that the use cf Visual Education is riot a new method. In
ancient times pictures were used to convey correct impressions, in fact, tne Chinese writing itself is a forni of
pictures. As time progressed these characters lost their
original form.

It

may be

Dent, Ellsworth C., A Hand Book
Instruction, 1934, p. 1.
7. ibid., p. 12.
6

j

Visual Education

Visual Aids

Various Forms

-

Their Advantag

Limitations

1.

diagrams, and jraphs (s)

Charts

Charts summarizing the most important ideas in a lecture
or discussion can be made at a small cost and they

lace to place easily.

be carried from

materials, however can be presented by
Not all people

can

Only limited
rapis or charts.

(and particularly illiterates) are train-

ed to understand tnem.
2. Glass

slides (9)

Their greatest acvantage is that any portion of a series
of slides can be siown without running through any other

portion.

Slides can be arranged in any sequence and

shown any number cf times.

One great disadvantage

how-

ever is that glass slides are ieavy and the cost of
shipping is high.

Further more they must be handled

with care in order

to

scratching.
space.

Tney require a great amount of storage

The cost is far more than is that of film slides

or still films.
8.
9.

avcid breakage and damage from

ibid., pp. 20-21.
ibid., pp. 30-31.
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3.

Still films

(io)

Still films are inflammable and light in weight.

The

cost for tue films and the cost of transportation is

much less than is that of the glass slide.

Their dis-

advantage is that the pictures are fixed in

a

If not threaded into the projector correctly,

series.

they may

be damaged easily.
4. Film slides,

filmstrip or film rool

(ii)

Funi slides are a reduced or cheapened form of still
In addition to the advantages aud disadvantages

films.

of the still

purchase.

film,

they are extremely economical to

The projecting machine is also inexpensive.

The pictures can be taken with a small caiiera on 35 mm.

film negatives.

One of the greatest drawbaccs is the

limited amount of lignt which can be passed through the
î i 1m.
5.

Opaque Projector (12)
This is an instrument which reflects pictures or diagrains

directly to a screen.

Tïie

greatest advantage is

that it can project and reproduce the color of any

picture.
forni

These pictures may be used in their original

from books, magazines, post cards, bulletins, or

catalogues, thus making it possiele to secure a wealth
10.
11.
12.

ibid., pp. 44-45.
ibid., pp. 55.
ibid., pp. 56.
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ol'

illustrative material at very little cost.

A combin-

ation projector (for the opaque projector and for glass
slides) is obtainable.

It is also possible to secure a

funi slide attachment for an opaque projectcr.

It

is

more advisable however to ¿et a separate film slide
projector.

To show pictures by means

me, complete darkness
ful results.

Comparatively speaking however,

room.

ti.L±S

is

The term day light projector

ho films can be snown satisfactorily

misleading.

a licht

the opaque mach-

of the room is required for success-

not a great disadvantage.
i

cl'

In

The opaque machine is somewhat cu.mber-

some to move from place to place

This pernaps may be

considered a disadvantage.
6.

Motion pictures(13)
Motion picture usually makes a stron

appeal to the

observer because things in motion are more vivid.

Motion pictures can be slowed down for purposes of study.
They can also be speeded up to present a life long event
in a short time.

Por many purposes the motion picture

machines are not practical because they are very expensive.

Unlike other projectors they can not be operated

without at least some training.

13. ibid., pp. 64-66.
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7.

Actual Materials.
These nave

trie

ìo other

advantage of tactual contacts.

metiods can bring a truer or more practical picture.
They nave limitations however, since frequently materials are bulky and difficult to be carried from place
to place.

at the

It

is not always possible to get materials

desired time.

Some materials easily deterior-

ate and others are too expensive for exhibition pur-

poses.
It

is not

posible

to draw

specific conclusions con-

cerning the best device to use for visual aids.
its advantages and limitations.

Jiach nas

The cost factor is

probably one of the most important considerations.
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A SELECTED

SLE

OP LESSOITS WITH SUGGESTED

LTHODS CF PEESE1TING THESE

ILLITERATE CHINESE

Having kept in mind tue

tITS

TO

PAFTS

criteria, special conditions

limitations et forti in tuie previous chapters, the
writer has selected a sample of the lessons for which she
has outlined in some detail, her general plan of procedure.
Tftese lessons are intended to be used, not as a dogmatic method of administering the learning progri but
rather as a preparation for the teacher and as a general
plan which may be modified arid revised to meet the special
needs that arise as the course progresses.
and

Lesson I

Prenatal Care
Medi cal

Supervision

In order to know what to emphasize and

uiow

to present

this lesson to illiterate Chinese parents it is necessary
lcr trie teacher to nave clearly in mind the attitudes an
expectant mother should hold and also to

attitudes

and

practices toward pregnancy

know

the existing

and the

difficult-
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les that confront the teacher in bringing about the accept-

ance of right attitudes.

Desirable Attitudes Toward L:otherhood

1. The

well being of both mother and baby depende upon

the care of the mother during pregnancy.
2.

Many abnormal conditions during pregnancy tnat were
once thought to be unavoidable
is under the

caii

be prevented if one

care of a competent physician.

a. An early diagnosis of difficulties

b.

If a

is importaLlt.

mother goes to a doctor during the early stages

of pregnancy he will make tests and examinations

regularly and interpret test results intelligently.
3.

A normal pregnancy does not impair health.

4. A

baby is an enjoyable and increasingly satisfying

responsibility, mothers should therefore become

motherhood.

adjusted toward approaching
5.

vieil

Both father and mother should plan for the baby's
ing and prepare to

jointly

corn-

assume the responsibility of

providing adequately for the child.

Attitudes That

1.

1.ow Jixi

ìmon.

terate Çhinese

re

A baby is destined to be strong or weak and. parents have
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no power to change

this condition.
be pregnant.

2.

It is always painful

3.

The mother is the only one who should assume the

to

responsibility for the corning baby.
4.

It is not necessary to
a.

see a doctcr if a mother:

Has had children befcre.

b. \Ias all right during a previous pregnancy.
c.

Can

et advice from older persons wno have had so.te

experience.

Difficulties

1.

A

»'ace

Teaching

Lesson

Prenatal Care

withdrawing emotion which involves shame is present

wnen pregnancy is discussed.
2.

Anyone who discusses matters relating to sex violates a
social custom.

3.

Due to the limited background of the people.

difficult to use visual aid to

siiow

it is

the importance of

medical attention.
4..

It is

difficult for parents to foresee results and take

protective measures.
5.

This lesson may not reacn all mothers during the early

stases of pregnancy or at the period when the most good
can be accomplished.
6.

It

requires

a

wide experience and bac:ground to intro-
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duce ideas and

Princi1es to

practices that are contrar to custom.

be Followed in Teaching Subject Matter

1. Subject matter must be limited to tue non-technical.
a. All facts must be withi.n the understandir of the

parents.
2. Subject matter must be practical and related to the
immediate needs of parents.
3.

iaterial
parents

must be presented in sudi a manner that the
do

not feel shocked.
Obi

ectives

With the above conditions in mind the

writer rias set
forth objectives toward which this outlined lesson rias bei
directed. The primary object of this lesson is not that of
teaching subject matter but rather a progran for teaching
attitudes. It is hoped that these changed attitudes will
serve as motivatinj factors in bringing about better practices witi reference to making use of available medical
services. It is assumed that the necessary directions will
be given by the physician after he knows the exact condition of tuie mother.

Te objectives are:
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1.

a more
To change parents attitudes and practices to

desirable position with reference to tue employment of
edicai services.
2.

care.
To develop confidence in 'cetter nethods of prenatal

Presentation of the Lesson

I.

Arouse interest through stressing the importance of

having well babies.

Demonstration

A.

1.

Show pictures of several new born babies that are
in a good physical condition and several that are
in a poor physical condition.

Point out these

defects as the pictures are shown.
B. Q,uestions
1.

Which type of baby would you prefer to have?

2.

Whicn baby do you think would be easier to care
for?

3.

C.

Why is

timere

such a difference in new born babies?

Summary
1.

Babies that are well taken care of during pregnancy

nave a better chance to be well born.

Babies are

not destined to be weak or strong.

prevention,
II. Arouse interest in the importance of care and
through a common experience known to all members of the
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study group.
A.

Demonstration
1. Picture of a farmer spraying a licnee tree to
kill insects that rniit narm the fruit.
2. Picture of a faruer

sitting lazily

by

the tree

visited by insects.
3. 2icture of the flappy contented look on the farmer's face as ne looks at the tree that was cared
for and that is now full of tiilcIC clusters of
fine fruit.
4. Picture of' a heart broken farmer by the poorly
cared for tree that bears but a small aznount
of a poor quality fruit.
B1

question
1. that causes the difference between trees?

C.

Conclusion
1. Trees that have good care produce a

better

quality of' fruit.
2. Jaily care of' taie trees is important for

good

results.
3. irenatal care is more important than the care
of trees.
III. Arouse interest in prenatal care through the adults
desire to be healtny and strong.
A.

Demonstration
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1. Picture of a healthy alert mother visiting a
doctor during pregnancy.
2. Picture of a sickly mother during pregnancy
asking advice from an ill looking elderly person.
3. Picture of a sickly mother with a sickly look-

in child.
B. Q1uestions

think could cause the difference
between the babies and mothers shown in the
pictures?
2. From wnom do you receive your advice?

1. What

do

you

3. V/hen did you

last

4. Have you nad any
5.

C.

see the dootor?

difficulties during

pregnancy?

children have you had including dead
ones? How many of' these are alive?

How many

Conclusion
1. Since the child belongs to both parents, plans
for tue coming child should include the cooper-

ation of both parents before and after the child
co:nes.
V.

What does

calle
A.

the doctor usually

on him

do when a

pregnant mother

for medical care.

Demonstration
1. Picture of the mother on tue scales weighing.
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2. Picture of a doctor examininc fler lung.
3. Picture of a doctor taking pelvic measurements.

4. Picture of a doctor examining the blood.

Picture of a doctor making urine analysis.
6. Picture of a doctor taking blood pr&ssure.
7. Picture of mother getting ready for internal
examination. (Explain that an internal examination is jiot always made.)
B. Lecture aaterials accompanying demonstration.
He will examine iou.
By doing this he will be able
to ¿ive you sound advice as to how to keep well, how
to have strong babies, how to be strong yoursef. Go
to see rum regularly . Tnis will enable tie doctor
to detect any undesirable symptons and apply treatment at once.
VI. Parents responsibility after seeing trie doctor.
5.

A.

Demonstration
1. Picture

well aealt:iy looking mother taking cod
liver oil given by tAie doctor.
a

B. Question

1. What
C.

is

wrong with tne second mother?

Conclusion
1. Parents should follow the doctors suggestions.
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It

is a waste of time and

money if his advice

is not followed.

Summary

1. Both parents should plan for the coming baby.
2.

A mother should call on a doctor as soon as she is

pregnant.
3.

Make regular calls on the doctor.

4.

Follow his advice.
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Lesson II and

Diet of the

1.

III

E.ectartt ilother

adequate diet must be provided although the money
for the food allowance may be limited.
An

2. Many

ills

which were once thought to be an unavoidable

part of pregnancj can be controlled by diet.
3. The teeth and fraie work of the infant are influenced
by the mother's diet during pregnancy. An adequate
diet during pregnancy also protects the mothers' teeth
or bony structure.
4. Normal growth and general nealth are influenced by diet.
.5.

Food should be chosen according to the food

value, not

according to price alone.

likes and dislikes are
selecting food.

6. Food

an

Present Chinese Practices

unreliable guide in

Attitdes

1. Sorìe foods that are desirable for both mother arid cnild

are eaten because of habits and customs and not because
food values are known. In general aowever, when poor
econoiic conditions are present, inadequate diets pre-

vail.
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a. pjg

less,

egg and

ginger are cooked witi vinear

and taken during pregnancy and

lactation. imilar

foods such as pork spare ribs cooked wit:i vinegar

is also a favorite dish. It iias been found that
spare ribs cooked witi vinegar and soy-bean sauce
yield calcium and phosphorus. (i).
2. The following foods are used because they are cheap.

Tiis consists of ground up bean cooked
with lime to make it coagulate. This contains

a. Bean

-

phosphorus and calcium.

b. Bean extract - Tnis is in powdered form and it is
used to add a slightly sweet flavor to soup.
c. Bean juice - Frequently used in riospitals as a sub-

stitute for milk.
'1.

Pis

blood - Consumed largely by poor people.
-bean sauce - an extract of fermented beans used

e.

for

f.

addirlQ

flavcr to food.

Theat candy -

type of

rice.

ade from wheat
No

ger;s

illness.

specific

sugar is added.

3. Certain foods are considered a cure for

nesses.

and a

specific

ill-

These foods tiierefore are eaten only during an
Trie

Chinese have no knowledge of the value of

such foods as a remedy and they make no plans for serv-

1. Hoh, Pik Won Possible Sources of Calcium and phosphorus
..a Chinese Diet - Tne Determination of Calcium and Phosphorus
Typical Chinese Jish containing meat and Bone.
1933, pp. 30 arid 58.
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Ing tnen as preventives or as

essentials to

optimum

health.
a. Syrup that contains wheat germs is taken
symptoms of indigestion appear.
b1

e.

liver is taken when one is eneinic.
string cf pearl is worn around the neck of

Cooked

son who

powder of
a.

when

as thyroid trouble.

a per-

Sometiìaes ground up or

pearls are taken internally.

Green leaved vegetables cooked with meat are taken
when

eye-trouble develops.

practices suggest possible sources
of minera]. and vitamin, definite reasons for illnesses
(Although the above

are not known, and

no

proran of prevention

by means

of adequate diet has been developed.)

fraìe work of tne
is not affected by diet.

4. Quality of teeth and

herited and

body

is in-

5. Price determines the value of food.

6. There is a tendency to eat what
7.

Fruit is iot essential.

is liked.

It is merely

eaten between meals.
3. 'later should not be taken in lar
dulls the appetite.

e

a

delicacy to

be

quantities. It

for health. (The uoor people however are the ones who receive tue most benefit from
sunlight.)

9. Sunlight

is not

ood

b4

10. Polisried

rice rather than unpolisìied rice is desirable.

Difficulties in Teaching Desirable
1.

It is difficult

Food

Habits

to plan for adequate meals with the

meager incomes of these people.

2.

Many

Chinese foods have not been analyzed for composi-

tion.
3. Actual analyses of Chinese foods can not be made irnmediately because researcn is exjensive and time conswni

4.

n.

effect of an adequate diet can not be seen ixnmediately by the Cninese who nave -iad no opportunity to
studi foods.
The

Objectives of the Lesson
teach pareits to choose adequate diets.
2. To bring about an understanding that an adequate diet
means the well being of both mother and. child during
To

their entire lives.
3.

To

stiniulate

a

desire to follow good food habits.

Principles of Teaching
1. Give only information parents can understand.

2. Standards set should not be unattainable.
3. Know1ed.e must be :iade vivid and impressive to the

learner.
Presentation of tìe Lesson

Part I. Lesson II.
1. What physical

characteristics

do we

want for ourselves

and for our children?

Let class give suestions and present tnem in tue order
they suggest. The 'writer anticipates tnat parents will
ask the suggested questions. If not, the instructor

viill direct the discussion in such a way that te answers will oe given to the outlined questions.
A. Good bones and teeth
1. Demonstration - (Show pictures with opaque mach-

me.)
a. Influence of diet on:
(i) Skeleton of two rats (2)
(2) Growth of two pujpies (3)
2. Bogert , Jean L., Nutrition and Physical Pitness, 1931,
3. ibid., p. 180.

(3)

b.

c.

Growth of two rats (4)

Effect of a lack of:
(i)

Claciurn in diet

(2)

Phosphorus in diet

(3)

Sunshine or vitamin D.

(5)
(6)

(7)

Picture of known foods rich in calcium and phospho rus.

d.

2.

Richets.
baby with a well developed case of richets.

(i)

Show

(2)

Effect of vitamin D. on le&

(3)

Effect of vitamin D. on chest

(4)

Effect of vitamin D. on children (io)

(5)

Effect of vitamin D on chccen (ii)

a

(8)
(9)

Q1uestions.
a.

That is the difference between the two rats?

with two puppies?
b. What are sorne such conditions that nave occured

among children and older people you know?
4.
5.

ô.
7.

Bureau of Home Economics Chart Io. 2 "Bone Growth May
be Controlled by Diet" in Nutrition Set, 1935.
ibid., Chart No. 4, "Calcium".
ibid., Chart No. 5, "Phosphorus".
ibid., Chart Lo. 10 Vitaidn D.

8. Bogert, Jean L.,
9.
ibid., p. 219.

lo. ibid., p.
11. ibid., p.

220.
223.

op.

cit., p. 218.
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think caused their defects?
d. Why do sorne people lose their teeth early?
e. What do those people eat?
f. What kind of foods are eaten by those wno have
good teeth?
c. That

do you

g

Trhat

foods

i.
j.

What changes

That

do we

k.

VTnat

does sunlight do to us?

eat wrien they are pregnant
and also during the period of lactation?
h. What foods are in the picture?

''at

do woìen

snould mothers

a.

Our bones and

do we

want?

teeth are greatly affected

b. Poor frane work and poor
C.

in tneir diet?

want our children to be?

kind of houses
3. Conclusions
1.

maice

teeti

by

diet.

can be avoided.

Since milk is not available pork spare-ribs or pigs
legs cooked with vinegar and served in various ways

aiould be taken every day as a source of bone building material.
d. Vegetables and fruits that contain calcium are turnip tops, beans, cabbage, spinach crxots, and

orares.
e. Foods that contain phosphorus are
beef,
chicken, liver, pork, beans, and eg yolk.
f. Wùen the motiìer is pregnant if her diet is not adepeas1

quate the child draws calcium and phospnours from
the motner's teeth and bony structure.

protect

iier

In order to

teeth the expectant mother must eat a

dish of spare-ribs or pigs legs every day.

She should

also nave some of tne vegetables just shown.
.

In addition to good food for bone growth,

sunshine

or codliver oil is necessary.
h.

Sinlight helps to develop bones and kill germs.

i.

We must exjose children to sunlight every da'.

j

A pregnant mother needs sunlight more

.

peojile since

she has to rr.vide

t:ian

other

for growth of the

child.
B.

Firm muscles
1.

(By means of opaque machine)

Demonstration
a.

Picture of a nealthy boy (12.

b.

Picture of a weak thin boy.

C.

Picture of food rich in growth promoting proteins.
(13)

2.

-

(See

conclusion for list)

Q,uestions
a.

What is tne chief difference between these boys?

b.

Have you seen children with soft mueles? firm

muscles?

3ureau of dome Econoíiics, Chart io. 2,
Sign of uood
;utrition' in Child
eeding Set, 1931.
13. Eureau of Honie Economics, Chart No. 3, "Protein", in
liutrition Set, (Each 15X23 Inches), 1935.
12.
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e.

What foods are good for muscles?

d.

That must a pregnant

otner eat besides food

rich in calciwn and phosphorus? Why?
e.

3.

Name the foods in the picture.

Conclusion
Such foods as liver, cnic.en, beef, pork1 milk or
eggs must be taKen every day to provide materials

necessary for growth.
C. Good Color
1.

Demonstration (By means of opaque macnine)
a.

Colored picture of two children-one pale and one

witn rosey checks.
b.
2.

Picture of foods rich

in iron

(14)

Questions
a.

Why does one boy look better than the otner?

b. Name the foods in

tfle

picture.

These foods con-

tain iron whici is necessary for good nealth.
3.

Conclusions
a. Liver,
i

h.

lean meat, pigs blood are good sources of

ron.

Vegetables rich in iron are mustard green, beans1
beet tops,

spinacxi, peas,

turnip, beets, cabbage,

lettuce, pumpkin, and radishes.
14.

ibid.1 Chart io.

6,

°Iron".

D. Good

appetite

and. good

firm footing

1. Demonstration (By means of opaque maciline)
a. Picture of a baby enjoying food (15).

b. Picture of a baby refusing food.
c. Picture of a man witxi beriberi (16)
d. Vitamin

E

in diet (17).

e. Growth of rats
amin

B

íiay be

stunted by lacK of vit-

(18).

f. Picture

of two

pieons (19).

2.. Q.uestiorìs

a.

Thy do

b. That

children refuse food?

do you

serve children

who

ilave poor

appetites?

is contained in tne syrup?
d. Why is wheat germ candy eaten?
e.. What do we 'eeI to poultry? VTiiy?
f. That causes beriberi?
g. Do well people need tiese foods containing
e.

What

vitamin

n.

What

B?

is taken out of polished rice?

3. Conclusion

Economics, Chart io. 3, "Tne Right
Baby" in Child Feeding Set, 1931.
16. Rogents, Jean L., op. cit., p. 214.
17. Bureau of Home Econorics, Ciart No. 8, "Vitanin B"
15. Bureau of

Home

Start for the

in Nutrition Set. 1935.

18. Rogents, Jean L.,
19. ibid., p. 215.

cit.,

p. 203.
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a.

It is better to eat unpolished rice.

b.

It

e.

We should include in our diet lettuce, wheat

is

germ,

desirable to eat wheat candy every day.

cantaloup, beans, pine-apple,

spinach,

tomato, and cabbage.

Part II Lesson III

E.

Good eyes and sound resDiratory
1.

ystem

Demonstration
a.

Picture of two puppies

-

one witi good eyes,

and one with eye trouble (20)
b. Picture of a child witri eye
e.

Picture of child who
A in diet

d.

ìas

trouble (21).

had adequate vitamin

(22).

Picture of foods containing vitamin A (23).
(See conclusion for list)

2.

Conclusion
a.

Eye trouble is often caused by insufficient

green and yellow veetab1es.
b. We

should nave at least two green or yellow

vegetables every day.
20. Rogents, Jean L., op. cit., p. 212.
21. ibid., p. 213.
22. Bureau of Home Economics, Jnart
o. 7.
in Nutrition Set, 1935.
23. ibid., Chart No. 7.

'Vitamin

As',
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Foods that keep the eyes and respiratory system

c.

in good condition are spinach,

lettuce, banana,

canteloup,

raw carrots,

raw

orange, peaches,

pineapple and tomatoes.
F.

Scurvey
a.

Demonstration
1.

Vitamin

2.

Ghow list of foods containing vitamin C.

C

in diet (24).

(See conclusion for list)

uestions

b.

1.

Can diet cause difficulties with the joints

and mucous membrane?
2.
c.

That do people eat when they have scurvey?

Conclusion
1.

Citrus fruits,

raw tomatoes, cabbage, and raw

beans are foods that protect against scurvey

and the mucous membrane irritations.
2.

Banana, cantaloup
lettuce,

3.

,

peach, pineapple,

raw

spinach are also good for this purpose.

Choose from the above foods those that are

cheapest during the season, eat at least one
type every day.
G.

Goiter
1.

24.

Demonstration

i3ureau of

Horiìe

in iutrition

Economics, Chart ìo.
1935.
,

9,

VitaniriC",
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a.

ti'e effect of a lacK of iodine on the hair

Show

and

nails.

h. Coiter soietimes develops wien food lacks iodine.

It

diet alone usually, a
physician should be employed if a goiter has
developed. Proper diet owever can help to
preve1t te development of goiter.
can not be cured by

2. question

a. That every day food protects against goiter?
3. Conclusion
a. During pregrianc mothers need foods containing
iodine.
b.

It is advisable

to eat sea foods occasionally

sucìt as salmoni cla.nìs,

lobster, oysters or

shrimp s.
H.

Constipation
1.

uestion
a. Why do
b.

How

c.

Tny

we

much

is it

drink water?
water should

drink every day?
especially neces-ary for a pregnant
we

mother to drink water?
d. What other foods help in the removal of waste?

2. Conclusion

a. Water is used as solvent.
b.

It transports

food to

different parts of the body.
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c.

It helps in the elimination of waste.

d.

Since the kidneys nave extra work during preg-

nancy it is especially necessary to drink water.
e.

A pregnant mother should drink water regularly

every day.

Some water is taken in the form of

soup or liquid foods but this is not sufficient.
f.

Roughage such as vegetables and fruits will help
in the removal of waste.

II.

Daily diet during pregnancy
A.

The essential food should included eaci

:

1.

A dish that contains some extract form of bone.

2.

Green leafy or yellow vegetables (slightly

hustard green, beet tops,

cooked).

spinach, lettuce,

carrot,

turnip,

cabbage, and beans

are importaút vegetables for an adequate diet.
3.

If possible

4.

Unpolished rice.

5.

Fruits-

soirte

SUCil as

raw green leafed vegetables.

citrus fruits or tomatoes.

If citrus fruit is out of season eat raw

cabbage,

canned to:iatoes or raw beans.

banana,

peaches, cantaloupe, and pineapple are also
valuable.
6.

One meat dish or eg6.

7.

Two spoonfuls of wheat germ candy.

8.

Codliver oil

(one spoon full)

if'

sunshine is

not available.
9. Sea foods once a week.
B. Amount

1. Tne amount of food taken varies with the months
of pregnancy. Jurin early montas one should
gain very little. One should not gain more than

fifteen or twenty

period.
Constant weighing will indicate tne necessity
for a doctors advice ccwcerning tne amount of
food needed. Essential foods saould never be
pounds throughout the

omitted.
2.

A

C. Good

doctors advice from tune to tine is necessary.
habits of eating.

1. Be happy at meal time.

2.

Chew

food thoroughly.

3. Avoid eating when fatigued.
4. Eat regularly.

eating.
under eating.

o. Avoid over

6. Avoid

7. Avoid concentrated foods.
D. Summary

Show trie

film strip "Food makes tue uiÍ'ference."

This film snows trie liliportatice of food as a wade.
E. Conclusion

1.

To

insure normal development for child and mother

adequate diets during pregnancy are essential.
2.

any ills can be avoided by proper diet.

3.

Proper diet is not necessarily expensive.

4.

Water is necessary.

5.

f(aw

food should be used only wrien planted under

sanitary conditions.
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Lesson VIII

_

Eat}i
The Baby's
I
-

Introduction
Many

illiterate

Chinese parents

do

not see tie impor-

tance of' including a bath in tae infants daily routine.
Rather than to associate a bat. vit ìea1tti and happiness

these people associate a batn witi colds and sickness.
This erroneous attitude rias develojed largely because incorrect methods iiave been used. 'his lesson therefore is
designed to change attitudes anì to teach better practices
with reference to cleanliness. Briefly state tue objectives of this lesson are to te&ch illiterate Chinese parents
the following principles:
1.

A

2.

A

part of the infant's routine.
bath should be scheduled at the same time each day.

3.

A

baby should be handled

dail bath should

be a

quickcly1

comfortably and with

the least possible tnwarting.
4. Cleanliness is one of the important essentials in child

care.
Subject Matter

tue c1oe of this lesson, the study group should
have a knowledge of the following i.e., they should cnow
how to select arid arrange the materials needed iii batxdr
a baby and they should also be familiar with principles
At

instructor in charge should therefore,
make sure she has ll necessary facts at hand as se shows
the equipment and de;onstrates the giving of a bath. This
lesson, which is to be presented in trie form of a demonstration will be accoroanied by a lecture or explanation
set forth.

Tue

of the following processes as they are presented to the

group:
A. Show arid

discuss the following equipment: (i)

1. Bath tub

turkish towel
Wash cloth (soft)
Low chair (without arms)
Low table
Rack for childs' clothes
Safety pins of assorted sizes
Castile soap
Boracic acid (saturate sclutiorx)

2. Flannel or
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10. Absorbent cotton

li.

Pail and cover

1. Maternity Center Association, houtines for :aternity
Nursi.g and Briefs for :others Club Talks, 1935, p. 72.

12.

Soft hair brush

13. Unscented talcum powder
14.

Garments arranged

in

order of dressing

15. Toilet tray containing:
a.

(2)

Glass jar with boiled water for washing the
motiier's nipples before and after nursing the

baby.
b.

Glass jar for large cotton swabs used in cleansing the mother's nipples.

e.

Glass jar for small cotton swabs used in cleansing the baby's nose and genitals.

d.

Glass jar for rubber nipples.

e.

Disti for

f.

A calce of soap (may be used for a pin cushion if

soap.

no other is at hand).
g. A

pair of sterilized tweezers for lighting

rubber nipples from a sterilized jar.
B.

2.
3.

Demonstrate the method of getting ready for the bath.
1.

Warm the room to about seventy five degrees.

2.

Wear an apron.

3.

Wash hands with

4.

Roll up sleeves.

5.

Place towels,

6.

Pill tub with luke warm water (test with elbow)

iot

soap and water.

clothes, and tray in a position for use.

ibid., p. 70-1.

Hundesen, Herman

1\.,

OurBabies, 133, p. 49.

(3)
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and place on

table for use.

7. After taking the baby out of the bed, throw the bed
covers back for the bed to be thorougiüy aired and
suned (Plate

II, Fig. 2.)

*

8. Sit squarely with knees togetiler in a

ctair

wnich

has no arms.
9. Put towel on lap.
C.

Demonstrate the method of bathing a baby.
1. Wash eyes - prevent solution from running from one

ee
2.

to another. (4)

If there are teeth

wipe them wit

boracic acid and

soda solution.

nostrils with spiral of cotton dipped in
olive or mineral oil. (5)
4. Wash face with warm water and pat dry. (Plate II,
Fig. 4.).
3. Wipe out

clothes.
6. V/ash hair - if there is a crust iL trie scalp, first
remove with oil (Plate III, Pig. 1).
7. Remove diaper.
5. Take off

clean buttocks with oil.
9. Grasp the baby firmly with right hand under the
buttock, tìiumb curled around tue thigh, left hand
4. ibid., p. 51, Fig. 70.
5. ibic., p. 51. Fig. 68.
.
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under shoulder, thumb and last finger gripped under
the arm.

Lower the baby into the water feet first.

(6).
10. Bath him,

as quickly as possible.

(Plate III, Fig.

2).

11. Prt child dry.

12. Oil skin

between

folds.

13. Take care of child's nails

-

trim toe

nails

ers straigtit across to prevent nang nails.
D.

and

fing-

(q).

Demonstrate the method of dressing an infant.
1.

Put on band witn shoulder strap (8).

2.

Put on a shirt, (Plate IV,

3.

Put on diaper.
a.

Fig. i)

Fold the diaper to about the following dimen-

siens:

10

or

12 inches by

20 inches or 12 inches

by l5.(Plate IV, Fig. 2).
b.

Pin on sides.

4. Put on

(9)

petticoat and dress at the same

(Plate IV. Fig. 3 and 4).
5.

Bruszi hair.

6.

Wrap in blanicet.

ibid., p. 60.
ibid., p. 51.
8. ibid., p.. 56. Fig.
9. ibId., p. 57.
6.
7.

88.

tirìe.
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The pictures shown in plates Il,

III and IV and pic-

tures in books will be used for visual aids.

They will be

made in poster form and nung about the walls of the room.
As the various processes are demonstrated,

be called to these charts.

attention will

These charts are also to be

useü in presenting the summary of lesson.

They will serve

as a means of nelping to recall to the minds of parents

points that should be stressed.
The writer has previously stated that speed is an

essential factor in bathing a baby.
are to be demonstrated in bathing

trie

This speed and skill

baby

trais

permitting

only a limited amount of time to discuss each step as it is

actually carried out.

mary

is

:iven,

If questions arise before

the sum-

these pictures may be used as a substitute

for the real situation.

Sunìmar

1.

Cleanliness is essential in the physical care of infants.

2.

All materials should be csrefully asse:ribled and ready
for use before the baby is taxen out of its' bed.

3.

The comfort of the baby should he considered at all

times.
4.

Tue baby should be bathed before feeding, never immedi-
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Lesson

X

and XI

Postnatal Care
Infant es Clothing

Principles Involved
attempts to teach clothing should first
acquaint uierseif with the psychological, physiological, and
economic factors involved. Infant clothing involves elI of
these factors namely the selection of clotiiing with a
A

teacier

who

limited anount of money and the selection of clothing which
will meet the individual needs witn reference to confort,
and convenience. These factcrs are briefly summarized as
follows:
i.

Warmth

a. Materials

fabrics chosen for children's clothing should
maintain body temperature, and at tue same tine
should provide for ventilation, evaporatio, and
absorption of moisture. Cotton materials best serve
The

tuis purpose.
b. Fitness
tinder garments which follow the

lines of tne

body
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give the greatest amount of v;armtn.

Knitted garments
Eayha (i) says,

are generally considered the best.
"Recent investigation in textiles has proved that
weave rather than fiber is an important factor in

heat retention,

and.

various other phases of clothing

hygiene "
c. Length

longer dress gives more warmth tnan a shorter one.
The average length for a new born baby siould be two
inches longer than his body length.
A

d. Condition of the

Temperature varies with season, time of day, outdoor

or indoor, therefore the amount of clotning needed
varies. In cold weather, clothes snould be suffic-

iently

warm so

body energy.

that the child
On

can conserve

his

own

a warm day clotziLg should be cool

enough to keep body from becoming over

eated.

e. Individual needs of the child
Physical conditions and activities of t..e different
children varies. A frail child may need warmer and

lighter weight clothing than

a

strong healthy enild.

inactive criild needs more clothing than an active
child, i. e. he needs more layers of warm light garments rather than heavy garments.
1. Bayha, Anna E., "Children's Clothing" Practical Home
An

Economics, p. 275, 1932.
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2.

Comfort
a.

Factors relating to physical health
A dress that is tight is physically harmful-

restricting circulation
For example,
to

arid

preventing good posture.

round garters are frequently too tight

permit proper circulation; poorly fitting shoes

or stockings may deform the child's feet.

For the first few montns it is preferab.e that a
They may be used

baby not wear shoes and stockings.
only when the weather is cold.

As sooui as a child

begins to walk ne should be provided with soft shoes
that are one inch longer than the foot and one fourth

an indi wider along the side.

This will allow

ìple

freedom for movement.
b. Freedom for movement

Garments must permit freedom for activity.

A child's

normal activity may be inhibited by very heavy cicthing or by clothing which is too large or too small for

him.

Conseuently he

is unzappy and irritable be-

cause his movements are íiampered.
c.

Non Irritating fabrics
1.

essentiaj.

Suitable materials are cotton,

silk,

linen, or

mixtures of cotton and wool which do not irritate
the skin.

comfortable

Fure wool or starchy materials are unviiien

wori next to the body.
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2.

Construction
a. A seai that is

spread and feather stiched pre-

vents irritation.
h. Buttons or snaps are unnecessary.

Fasten

clothes with tape if possible to prevent

scratching and pricking.
so

The tape shculd be

woven to avoid knotting,

in.

curling and ravel-

They should a2so be placed in such a

manner that the child will not lie on large
hard knots'.
if used,

c.

Lace,

d

Avoid tight bands or elastic around tue arms,

should be smooth and soft.

legs, or waist.
e.

Clothing should be well laundered and frequently
changed to add to tne comfort c± the cnild.

3.

Convenience
Tue

construction of the garment should allcw ease in

dressing the child.

Garments with large openings

down the front lend thenselves to more ease in dressIng and prevent anger reactions.
4.

Econon.y
a.

Time

From the standpoint of construction a simple dress
is

much more easily made.

Simp1icit' is not plain-

ness, but intelligent omission of superfious

izJ

trimmings.

little

decoration.
easily laundered.

baby needs but

simple dress is more

A

b.

A

Money

1. Select materials that are durable and color
fast, garments of this type are iore economical.
Avoid

materials which shrini readily

suc;1

as

wool.

2.

only must tne materials be durable but the
garments must be well made to stand the wear

ìot

tear of the child. French and flat fell
seams are stronger tnan plain seai:s. The size

and.

of thread used in the construction of garments

should rnatcn the weight of

te material.

The

pattern of the garìent may add to the durability and thus increase economy. or exaihpie
.

raglan and kinmona sleeves wear well.
If tne baby's dress is so cut that it is two
inches wider than the body both front and back,
with a ten inch neck and seven inch cuffs with
a tape or a ribbon run through so that they can
be drawn up to the required size the sairne set
of dresses can usually be worn until trie romper

state is reached.
4.

of clothes for the baby should not
exceed the number needed for necessary changes.
The number
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It is not

good economy to ;et more than

9

necessary to permit cleanliness.
5. Each child siiould be granted the privilege of
forming the interior of hie shoes to fit fis
feet. One saould never be required to make his
foot conform to an already snaped shoe which has
been viorn by

The

another

cnild.

It is

more

desir-

able to discard old siloes tnan to hand down a
deformity to another child.
above principles can be suiximarized as follows:

1. Choose materials that
provide ventilation
maintain body temperature
allow evaporation and absorbs moisture
are durable
will not shrink

are simple
have colors

at to

light, laundry

2. Choose garments that
fit the individual c:ìild
suit the weatuer
permit freedom
promote health

are non

irritating

are easily put

launder easily

on

and

perspiration.

resent Chinese Practices Vthich Differ
From Accepted Principles
there are nany wno violate
the principles set forth for infant clothing. Practices
of the uneducated parents deviate even to a reater extent
from desirable principles. From the writer's experience
the following practices have been
with illiterate
Even among the educated

parents1

observed:
1. Clothes for both adults and cflildren

do

not promote

the best physical health.

practice is that of using the draw string
around the waist to keep the trousers in place.
This is also used for the child. If the draw string
is tied tightly, it prevents good circulation arid
crowd the abdciinal organs.
b. Often mothers wno are afraid the child will wet
txirough his clothing, put thick diapers on the baby.
Probably this is orle of the reasons there are many
a.

A

common

bow

legged Chinese.

2. Garments

do

not

fit

the cnild.

a. Children are usually dressed lise a minature adult.
Clothing does riot meet tne needs of the cnild.

b. Chinese children's clothes are usually too big and
too loose.

Although

cloties should

be loose they

[J!

also be too loose for comfort and convenience.
3. Garments are irritating.
a. Round tiny home made buttons are used for the cnild's
clothes. When the sensitive baby lays on these iiard
buttons he feels irritated but is unable to state
the reason.
b. More often children are over dressed than under
dressed. Heat rash is therefore very comon.
may

e. In cold weather babies are not given a bath every
day. Their clothes are not chanced frequently and
as a

result the skin secretions

beccìue

d. Diapers are usually made fro: old

irritating.

iaaterials that

are frequently coarse ad irritating.
4. Children can not be dressed conveniently.
Their clothin is of various s izes and shapes.

are buttoned in front,

sortie

at the

sides,

soie at the

shoulders, and some are put on over tne zead.
requires an unnecessary amount of time to put
kind of clothing.

As a

result the cnild

Some

It
on

this

forms a

great dislike for aressing and undressing.
5. Colors are not always becoming to the child.
Various colors are chosen for the child. The Chinese
re unaware of the fact that children need little or
no decoration.

Objectives for this Lesson

1.

To change the practices of illiterate Chinese parents
to

2.

standards that are attainable.

To guide parents in choosing

suitable kinds of mater-

jais at reasonable prices.
3.

To

foster

ir!

parents tze desire to

mae

garments that

fit the child physically and psycnoiogically.
4.

To

set forth methods of economy in time and money

management.

Difficulties to Pace

i.

ifl

the first place,

Ti'e

it is

difficult to cnange practices.

results are too intangible to ma.ìe evident the need

for change.
2.

The influence of neighbors is strong.

3.

Changes in practice are difficult to measure.

4.

If mothers may nave previously made an infant's cloth-

Ing and they will not have the money to make another
set.

If parents have other children later for which

clothes must be made, mothers may forget the principles
arid

methods taugîît if the lessons can not be repeated

as tue needs arise.
5.

They may also loose interest.

Mothers probably would iiesitate to make over clotiies

they have completed because it requires more effort than

many would be willing to expend.
6.

They do not have tue time.

If extra time is available

they would prefer to spend it for gainful employient

rather than for tneir child, the benefit of which they
can not see clearly.
7.

They are troubled by the fact that principles and

actuality do not seem to go well together.

winter time it is damp
it seems

aìtd

cold.

In

ari

In the

unheated house,

impossible not to dress children heavily.

Preparation

1.

If researc

iias

given measurements of the Chinese baby

these should be obtained.

If they are not available

statistics from nospitals may be used for:
a.

average length of babies at birth.
1.

entire length.

2.

length from shoulder to feet.

3.

lengtn of

ar_is.

b. width of shoulders.
C.

2.

size of

ead.

Look for inexpensive and durable materials

manufacturing companies.
a. prices

from

local

Get samples and note tne:
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b. widths
e.

places the materials may be purcîiased

d.

amount of materials needed for various garments

3.

List the minimum amount of clothes necessary.

4.

Determine satisfactor

places for getting knitted

mate riais.
5.

Cut paper patterns and put them into folders with fig-

ures cf the different kinds of clothing on the folders.
6.

Locate good shops for baby shoes.
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7.

Make a mimeograph copy of illustrative materials
as the fol

cannot be
acquired.)

Kind of
clothes

pi

in

su:

drawing

tn
po
or
on

mai

s qi

t

such
Pk,

8. :ave a set of

child clothes !ade

fron:

suitable material,

for demonstration.
9. Show a

baby that is dressed properly.

10. Obtain photographs of

suitabe clothing

to

illustrate

points.
a. A

picture showing the shirt indicating the woven

knitted texture, and the tapes used.
h.

The sleeping garments with draw strings.

c.

Diapers showing the shape and methods of folding.

d.

Hoods--how to make them adjustable.

e..

Dresses showing the seams.

f.

How to cut pattern.

g. How to put patterns together.
h.

How

i.

The way underwear should fit the baby.

j.

The looseness of the dress.

k.

Stockings that are 1/2 inch longer tnan baby's foot.

1.

The mother putting a finger on toe of the shoe.

to

make seams.

m. Baby in rompere showing the roomy part of the crotch.
n.

Correct method of putting diaper on baby.

Previous Assignment to Parents

Ask sone members cf the class to remind the group

members of tne assignment.

their bab' clothes with them
dresses, szioes, and diapers.).
2. Bring materials suitable for clothes.
3. How do their children react to dressing?
1. Bring

some of

(

underwear,

Just Before the Meeting
1. Assemble

all illustrative materials

2. Arrange tneri in place where everyone can see easily.
3. Arrange seats in a

seri-circle.

4. Test the focus of the opaque machine.

Get

all pictures

in order of presentation.
5. Be present before time for meeting.

presentation of tue Lessou
Part

I

Lesson

X

1. Purposes of clothing
A.

Questions used in the discussion
1. Why do people dress?
2.

Who

needs more clothing, the older person or the

child?

Why?

B. Demonstration
1

.

Picture showing the comparison of body proport-

ions of a baby and adult.
2.

C.

A

thermometer siowing trie differences in tempera-

ture of a room:
a. near the ceiling
b. near the floor (child is always on trie floor)
Principles
1. Tue main purpose of clothing is for warmth and.
comfort.
2. The baby needs more clothes wien riot in active

play because:

a. anyone feels colder wuien sitting than when
exercising.
3. A child's clotiies needs sjecial consideration
because:
a . he has a

greater exposed area of the

body

in proportion to weiyit;
b. ne plays nearer the floor than the adult;
C. he was accustomed. to 98.6° F. before ne was
born.

Il.

Different kinds of clothing
A.

arid nunaber needed

Questions
1. What

articles

of clothing does your baby wear?

2. Ask mothers to show clothes they brought and

tell for

what purpose the cnild needs them?

3. What suggestions iave

pareits for modifying

[Z1

this clothing?
4.

What determines the amount of clothing needed?

B. Demonstrations
1.

Show picture of a complete set of an infants

do thing.
2.
.

Snow each garment separately.
snow a complete set in actual garments of the
same

te

shown in pictures.

3

bands

3

shirts (showing weave and fit of garment)

3

sleeping garments (with draw strings)

24 diapers

(showing shape,

riìetliod

of folding,

also how to put them on the baby.)
2

hoods (showing method of making adjustable)

i

lined or cotton quilted gown

2 jackets
3

dresses (showing seams and looseness

of gar-

ment s)
I

pair of booties (show that they are

-

inch

longer than foot)
3

pairs of stockings (show that they are * inch

longer tnan foot)
3

pairs

of'

rompers (show roomy part of crotch)

The number of clothes should be just enough for

changing and cleanliness.

111.

aterias for
A.

each kind of

garirent

Q,uestions to stimulate thought.

1. Vînat kind of material

bands'
2. for
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

do

you

think is

good.

for

Why?

shirts?

Wny?

sleeping ¿arments? Why?
for diapers? Why?
for hoods? Thy?
for a gown? Why?
for a dress and romper? Why?
for jacket? Why?
What kind of stockings are most suitable?
for

How do

you choose snoes?

11. That generai rules would you give in getting
mate riais?
B. Demonstrate (using the garments

prepared for

illustrative material)
1.

Show

trie ciotiies to them

noticing the fabrics

from which they are made.

2. Trace a baby's foot on paper and siow how to
mase sure the

pair of shoes is sufficiently

large.

picture of suitabÏe shoe materials.
the test for pliability of a shoe.
mothers feel some of the woolen and

3.

Show a

4.

Show

5. I-lave
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starchy materials to see how rough and
atin txie are to the skin.
C.

irrit-

Conclusion
Th.unber and

type

Material suitabLe for

g.rents

garments
3

shirts

3

bands

3

sleeping gar-

2

dia1ers
hoods

3 gown

(sleep-

Ing garments)
2

child)
flannel or knitted cotton mater-

ial

ments
24

knitted cotton naterial
flannel (torn or cut, without
heins, may be knit for tue older

jackets

i pair of shoes
3 pairs of

absorbant soft material

soft closely woven texture
flannel lined or cotton fabric
lined with cotton
cotton fabric liLled or wool or
silk lined with cotton
soft leather
cotton or wool and wool

stockings

pairs of rompers cotton
Get materials that are durable, non irritating,
fast in color, will not shrink, warm, absorb
perspiration, dry quickly, and allow ventilation.
There material may be purchased
3

IV.
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A.

Questions
1. Do

you know of a shop where you can purcìase suit-

able cotton materials?
2.

----- knitted materials?

3.

-----good shoes?

4.

Wrat are the prices?

Demonstration
1.

Show parents materials the instructor has found
in shops,

aleo give the prices.

Ask their

opinion.

Part II Lesson XI

V. Principles of construction
A.

Q,uestions
1.

How do you make your clothes?

What kind of seams

do you use?
2.

Illustrate from the clotnes you brought and give
reasons.

3.

Ho,v

long and how wide do you mase children's

gar-

ments? Why?
4.

How do you keep the trousers in place?
a good method?

5.

Is this

Why?

At what positions should you plan to make the

openings of children's clothes?

Why?
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6.

Do

you have embroidery on

children's clothes?

Why?

7. Which part of the dress tears most easily?
do

8.

you prevent

What

How

this?

color is most becoming and practical for

ch i i dr e n?

9.

Show

tue kind of diapers you use.

Are they

sat-

isfactory? \Vhy?
10. Do you think buttons are suitable for the infant?
Why? How are your baby's clothes fastened?

il.

What

kind of shoes and stockings

Are they
B.

purthiase?

Thy?

Demonstration
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

C.

satisfactory?

do you

parents a picture of a normal sized baby.
Snow a dress with reinforcements.
Pass out for inspection some clothes with satisfactory seams.
Emphasize tuiat all clotuies snould :iave no buttons
by showing them clothes with tapes.
Show them dresses with plenty of fullness.
Siow a picture of a baby whose under garments are
too loose. (show how it hampers uìoveinents)
Picture of a baby whose under-garments fit vieil,
yet allow freedo:i.
Show

Conclusion
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1.

Diapers should not be bulky but

of'

triple thick-

ness.
2.

Use tapes instead of buttons

3.

Shoes xust be one inch longer and one fourth an
inch wider than the foot,
the outside,

soft and pliable,

seam on

no heel, laced and almost square round

toes.
4.

Stockings must be one naif inch longer than the
infants feet.

5.

Clothing should be loose and allow freedom.

6.

Under clothi

should fit, allow freedom, keep the

child wari and not hinder activity.
'7.

Children's clothing need no color or decoration.

8.

There should be no tight band or tie around any
part of the body.

9.

The length of the dress should be about two

longer than the baby is tall to

inches

ee3 zum warm and

allow for growth.
10. Sears should be flat and well Í'inisLued.
11. Put special reinforce.izents OI

parts

t.iat

tear most

easily.
12. :.aterial and thread should match.

13. Poorly fitted clothing brings about poor posture.
14.

Clothes must be simple, thus makin

constructed and easily laundered.

them easily
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15. Por convenience of both the motner and the baby

clothes should open all tie way down the froiit.
D.

Actual process
1.

Show patterns

2.

Demonstrate method of cutting out garment

3.

Arrange an extra period for those who want to
make a s1eepin

garment.

Instruction for con-

struction will then be given.
VI. How much clothing should be put on a baby?
A.

Questions
1.

How much clothing should you put on a baby?

2.

How can you judge the amount?

3.

What is the result of dressing with too many
cl Otiles?

4.

Wìat is the result of under dressing?

B. Demonstration
1.

Picture showing a motner testing the baby's
hands and feet for judging the amount of clothIng needed.

C.

Conclusion
1. Too

many clothes Inhibit normal activity, bring

about poor posture.
2.

Then under-dressed, a baby may become cold and
susceptible to disease.

3.

Amount of clothing depends upon individual

child, climate and time of day.

:.otners can tell

iands and feet.

If baby

cold his hands and feet feel cold.

If over

by the feel of tie

;ets

dressed his hands and feet sweat.

VU

Conclusion
3how a picture of a baby correctly dressed and state:
1. This

baby has loosely woven under wear.

2.

She has clothes that allow freedom.

3.

She has clothes tnat are light in weight.

4. Her clothes are not made from irritating material.
5.

The construction is free from rougil and irritating

seas.
6.

Garments are easily put on.

7.

They are clean and easily laundered.

8.

They are siraple.
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Lesson XII and XIII
Care of

lothi

- Method of

Launderini Cloties
Scope of

te

Work

not within tue scope of this lesson to deal
with methods of cleaning all kinds of fabrics. Since the
main interest is concerned with the care of tne baby1 the
writer zias confined this lesson to methods of washing

It is

revious lesson, baby's
garments should for tne most part be of white cotton mat-

babies clotiies.

As

stated in

a

erials.

first part

this unit, unit XII, will therefore1
be devoted to the washing of wuuite cotton materials. Occasionally colored materials, sili arid wool, and knitted
materials may be used, tie second part of the unit, lesson
XIII, will deal with general principles involved in washing
these latter materials.
The

of'

General Method Used

Actual learning can best proceed when principles are

ap)lied.

Since suitable 2osters, films,

slides,

arid

other

types of illustrative material is not as well adopted to
the

teaching of laundry Dractices as are practical demon-

strations,

the writer has cnosen the lat ter method.

A

more lasting impression is brought about through an actual
execution of these processes.

princtples Involved in Teaching Correct
Methods of

aunerin

a Baby's ClotxLes

The principles of laundering include physiological,

psychological and economic factors,
the health of the child,

trie

first one coucerlis

the second is related not only to

the child but to the entire

fild,

while

te

last principle

concerns the family.
I.

Physiological factor
The chief purpose of wasiling clotnes is to promote

healtn.
the skifl.

Clean clothes absorb excretions

Clean clotries are also important because

they are free
-...

A
in

hii
t;ie

thrown off by

fro:;

disease gerLe.

temperature is the most bactericidal
laundry process.

factor

Ironing and boilin' kill

germs.
B.

Bleaching agents are effective germicides.
light and chemicals

(Sun-

such as javelle water, potassium

perman&anate, hydrogen peroxide, oxalic acid, and

hydrosuiphates will act as bleaching adents.)
C. Soap Lias a ermicial action.
II. Psychological factor
A. When

is

clotie are clean

and

free fro;i irritation

one

more comfortable.

is dressed neatly tiere is a better e:aotional reaction and general feeling of well being.
III. Economic factor
B. When one

A. Time may be

saved when proper consideration

is

given.
J... Woring centers must be arranged in such sequerices that unnecessary steps can be avoided.
2. aterials should be grouped and stored at t:ie
place of use.
3.

ìfuicient
economy

equi-rnent or tools will bring about

in time.

4. Working center should not interfere with

traf-

fic.
5. One's time

planned to permit continuous work with a minimum of distraction.
B. Energy may be saved when the following considerations are iven:
should be

1. Height of working surfaces should be qd.justed to
avoid fatigue.
The

following table of wor.dng surfaces is tne
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result of numerous exerirnents macie at Kansas
State Agricultural College.

Height

Working surface heigits of laundery
equipment in inches
Table Sink Stove iaundry 1ronin
tub
board

of

Worcer

5

ft.

bft.

2

..... 32

29

32

33

30*

in.. .32

30

32

34

3O--

5

ft.

3

in. .32

31

32

35

30k

5

ft.

4

in..32*

31

32c

35

31

5

ft.

5

in..32j-

31

32j-

35

31

5 ft.

6

in..33

31k

33

35

31

5

ft.

7

in..33

32

33

35-i

31k

5

ft. 8 in. .33k

32

33

36

31k

Mrs.

Cnristine, }rederick (i) has said tnat the

proper working surface for a woman

5

feet 2- in-

ches.

For each one inch difference in height there is
a corresponding change of one ziaif in the equip-

ment.
2.

Some tasks can be done while sitting.

3.

Ventilation
The room for work should be well

vetilatedb

fe11

lighted, and comfortable in te'nperture.
1. Frederick,

Cnristine, The

ew Housekeeßin, 1919, p.26.
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C.

Money
1.

Clothing will last louger if correct

washing are employed.

This method,

iethods of

with the

sequence of processes may be described as follows:
a.

Soaking
(i)

removes surface dirt,

(2)

loosens albuminous matter and staren.,

(3)

opens the weaves of the fabric to allow
free passage of the soap so±ution tn.rough
txìe

b.

clothes.

Selection of soap
(1)

Strong aLali soaps will wea.en fabrics,
injure the skin, and remove the color from
the materials.

(2)

Use more nearly neutral soap for wool and
silk.

Strong soap will .iarden and shrink

woolen and yellow silk.
C.

Preparation of soap
(i)

Soap solutions will make suds more quickly

than villi a soap cake.

A soap solution

also enables one to use bits of soap.
(

2)

Soap solution will clean more evenly and

prodice less Near on tne material than
soap rubbed directly on tue clothes.
a.

Water softeners
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(i) Without

softener soap will act as
a partial softener by co;nbinin with trie
a water

mTheral to form a compound.

will

be needed

More soap

for actual cleaning

if

hard

water is used.

is the cheapest softener for cotton
material.
(3) Borax is desirb1e for laundering silk
(2) Soda

and wool.

e. The temperature of the water siould be suited

fabric.
(i) Wash silk and

to tae

water.
(2) A sudden change of teîperature will shrink
woolens. Any water if notter than luke
wool in 1w.e war..

will injure Sjl.c.. Tris same principle applies to trie temperature of tie
flat iron. Never use a very hot iron for
woolet or silíc nateria1s.
Thite cotton materials may be boiled without injury.
warm,

(3)

f.

Rubbing

(i) hardens

silk a rough
injures color
wears fabrics

(2) gives
(

3)

(4)

wool
wavy look
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g. Rinsing

(i) First rinse water must

hot to remove
soap suds. Ihen cold water is used the
fabrics will contract making the removal
be

difficult.
bluin is needed but tie clot:tes

of soap suds more
(2)

No

should. be rinsed thoroughly.

Bluing nas

no

whitening effect.

lt

cov-

ers the yellowness witn blue - taie effect
will by grayish white. Some bluing contains iron salts which may combine with
the soap left in the clotxies and foz
little spots of iron rust on the material.
(3) Rinse water snould be

soft to keep clothes

white. Hard water contains compounds of
min eral whic react with soap and forrr
soap curds. These cling to clothes and
are difficult to renove.
h. Use of sunlight
(i) Sunlight whitens or bleaches cotton mat(2)
(3)
(4)

erials.
It hardens and srin<s
It yellows w.iite silic.
It fades colors.

woolen.
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D.

Ways of economizing in
1.

Soaking eliminates

trie
t.ne

use of fuel.

need for boi1ir

except in

the case of clothing infected with disease germs.
2.

Sunlight will eliminate boiling and makes tne
ironing of such garments as diapers and outing
flannel gowns unnecessary.

3.

C1otìes tiRt are hung neatly and folded carefully
will need little ironing.

Suimnary of principles:
A.

Prom the

c1otes should
B.

C.

psycriological

physical1

arid

econ3i1ic

standpoint,

be clean.

To

save money

1.

Apply laundry methods that are suited to the fabric.

2.

SoaK white cotton garments before washing.

3.

Use water softeners.

4.

Use a soap solution

5.

Rinse clothes well.

6.

Make the proper use of sunlight.

To

rater

tiian a

bar of soap.

economize in the use of time and energy the following

points should be remembered;
1.

Have suitable working ieights.

2.

Use correct arrange2erxts of equipment and supplies.

3.

Comfortable

4.

Suitable equipment should be used.

roori:

conditions should be maintained.
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Chinese Practices that Deviate from Desirable

Standards and rincip1es

this lesson present Chinese practices
given consideration. These practices may he summar-

In teaching

must be

ized as follows:
1. Clothes are not chanced frequently enough to promote

physical health and emotional satisfaction.
2. iTo thought is given to the efficiency or comfort of working conditions.
a. There is o definite place for washing.
b. There is no definite storage space for equipment near
place of use.
a. Time for doing laundry work is not planned.
d. Tools are not selected carefully.
e. Working heiiit is usually too low.
3. :..isconceptions
a. Bluing is needed to whiten clotiies.
b. Sunligrit is not thought of as ¿ermicidal but as a drying agent.
optimum

c. Wash water should be hotter than

first rinse.

ì. Water for soaking cÏoties should be riot.
e. The use of a soap cake is the most economical method.
f. Washing soda is deteriorating to fabrics.
g. Woolens and silks are usually washed in not water.
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h.

Ironing is only essential when one wants to oress

ot

wrinkles.

Obi ectives

The objectives set fortì in this lesson wnich per-

tain
1.

to

the care of clothing may be

To make illiterate Chinese

babies are happy

babies1

summarized as follows:

areits realize tnat healthy

and clean cloties is a factor

in bringing nealtn.
2.

To tielp tìiem see methods by wnich they can economize in

time,
3.

To

money and energy.

substitute better practices for present practices.

be Considered in Teaching

Probles

This Unit

1.

At the present

tie

washing is provided.
2.

no definite s1ace suitable for

How can such a place be arranged?

Being accustomed to long established iabits of work,
mothers are not willing

to

set up a convenient working

area different from their own without some special
stimulation.
3.

i-low

can suci an interest be motivated?

Because of the low economic status,

the Chinese parents

must resort to labor rather than to mechanical devices.
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How

is

it possible

to help them maintain desirable

standards of cleanliness, w.rien washing is a fatiguing
process?
4. Tnere is an insufficient supply of water from Chinese
we1s to permit the use of large quantities of water.
How can c1oties be washed well witri a imimum of water?
Teachert s Preûaration
Since the Criinese situation differs greatly froai the

situation special preparation will
before teaching this lesson.
American

1. Test the "hardness

be

of water and recommend

necessary

tie

use of

softening agents according to the following table

(23

carefully developed.
a. Por very soft water use no softening agent.
b. For fairly soft water use 1-2 level table spoonfls of soda to ten gallons of water (tciis is equal

which nas been

approximately to the voluriie of one Chinese .cerosene
C.

cl.

2.

can).
For moderately ìiard water use 3/4 level table spoonfuis of soda to ten gallons of water.
T'or very liard water use 5-7 level table spoons of
soda for each ten gallons of water.

Robert, Evelyn H. "The fficiency of the Home
Plant," Pullman state College Bulletin, p. 15,

Laundry
1951.
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2.

Determine

te

best soap in the market by analyzing the

following:
a.

The purchase price per ounce of soap of different

kinds.
b. The number of ounces and cost of each kind required
to form a
5.

satisfactory suds in ten

al1orìs

of water.

Indicate tne marets wriere a particular kind of soap

may be purchased at a reasonable cost.
4.

Draw a chart showing the plan of a home made closet

with arrangements of supplies and equipment needed for
laundering.

(Plate V) The materials and supplies are

as follows:

5.

wash board

clothes pin

du s t e r

i

soap flakes

pitcner for soap solution

bar of soap

brush

floor mop

sp r i nkl e r

(broom)

ron

fan

tongs

charcoal

borax

s o da

starch

Arrange a room in a typical home for the demonstration.
Have a diagram drawn in chart form to show reasons for
the arrangement.
VI, Fig.
to

I)

is

(Plate VI)

The first of these (Plate

tne better plan if fani1ies are willing

sacrifice a room for

tìiis

purpose and to open a
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special door

way

to tue well.

objection to t;ie plan
farther from tne kitchen

One

is tiat the laundry roo.a will be
when hot water is needed. This, however, is
matter,

when

tne confort and convenience

it

a minor

would pro-

represents a poster tziat

vide is considered.

Plate

will be

the path of tue worker from the

made to show

VII

various centers.
In the second plan the wash tub is near the kitchen,
out in the open (Plate VI, Fig. 2) . A movable shade
arrangement will be needed to protect tue worker against
1ate Vili shows a plan for
trie sun and light rains.
arrangement from the standpoint of the path of the work-

er. This too will be made in a poster for class use.
6. Pictures showing directions for snaking
a. Soap solution (Plate IX, Fig. i)
Use one cau.e

white soap in three quarts of uot water.

h. Soft water
Use the table of' direction for softening water. If
water is medium hard use 3 level table spoon for ten
gallons of water or 3 soup spoon for i kerosene can
of water. (Plate IX, Pig. 2)
7. Liaterials needed for class demonstration
socia

sample of soap

washboard

jars for preparing

tub

thread for mending

soap

solution
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baskets
8.

Prepare posters (Plate X and XI) snowing effect of various

9.

clothes pins

heits

of working surfaces.

Assignment (made at previous meeting of class)
Ask class members to bring to class soae soiled cotton

garments.

Presentation of the Lesson
Part

I

Lesson XII

Wasning of Cotton Materials

This is to be given in a selected Cninese

ioìne

where

tie place for washing has been previously arranged in

logical sequence.

Material will be presented to the class

in the following order.
I.

Arrangement of the working room
A.

Demonstration snowing
1.

The arrangement of the closet

2.

The diagram for closet arrangement (plate V)

3.

The arrangement of the entire setting

4.

The diagram showing the two plans of washing

arrangements (Plate VI)
5.

The different worxing positions

6.

Diagram showing the steps needed as compared with

(Plate X and XI)

lu.
the actual steps used b,

VII
B.

ar.cì

Chinese women.

(Plates

viii)

Questions
1.

2.

Where do you usually keep ycur iron, soap,
soda, washboard, tub,

etc?

How many steps do you

ta.ce to

starch,

et txiins ready for

washing?
3.

What is the advantae of this closet arrangement?

4. There

do

you usually wash your clothes?

5.

What is the advantage of the present arrangement?

6.

What are the advantages of the different arrange-

ments in Plate VI?
7.

In what position do you usually wash?

6.

Which figure do you resemble wnen you are wasning?

9.

VInicÀ is the best

position for washing? Thy?

lo. Which is the best position for ironing? Thy?
li. That should be the proper heignt?

12. What method of drying clotnes is best?
C.

Conclusion
1.

Materials should be stored near the place of use.

2.

Working centers should be arraned to save steps.

3.

Correct working heights are necessary to avoid
fatigue.

4.

Working centers should not be in the way of
traffic.
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5. The working place must be comfortable.
be well

1ihted, well ventilated

and of

It

must

riiit

temperature.
6. \Torking heignt differs with individuals. Every
one should have equipment which permits working
without stooping. Tne correct working surface
for women of 5 feet 2- inches is 28 inches.

II.

Use
A.

suitable eauipment
Demonstration
1. Show mothers how to prepare ironing board for

use.
2. Siiow them the drain at the bottom of the tub

for outlet of water.
. Call attention to the use of bamboo as a water
pipe.
4. Snow parents the umbrella type of drying rack.
III. Preparation for washing
A. Demonstration followed by practice
1. Make soap solution
2. Show the picture of making soap solution (Plate
Ix. Fig. i)
3. Demonstrate tne process of softening water. (P1te
Ix, Pig. 2)
4. Show the picture of preparing soft water.
B. Q,uestions

(discussed from the practical rathe
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than
1.

poit

technical

cf view)

What kind of soap should we use?

2. Why do we use a soap
3.

How is soap curd formed?

4. Why do
5,

C.

solution?

clotnes get yellow?

Thy is soaa used in water?

Conclusion
1.

Strong soap will weaken fabrics

2.

Mild soap used for babies clothes will be lees
irritating

3.

to

the baby's skin.

Soap solution cleans more evenly and does not

wear out clotes as quickly es does soap rubbed
on garments.
4.

Making soap solution enables one to use bits
of soap.

5.

Softeners BEve soap.

6.

Without a softener the soap curds will clins to

clothes.
IV.

A frequent
A.

chane

of clothing is necessary

Demonstration
Picture two babies

-

one happy and clean;

one dirty

and irritable.

B. Q,uestione
1.

What makes one baby unhappy and one happy?

2.

How

often

do

,ou change your baby's

clothing?
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Conclusion

C.

1.

Change diapers as soon as they are wet.

2.

Change clothes as soon as they Let soiled.

3.

iever use the same clothes day and nibht.

4. Babies are happy when they are not irritated by

dirty c1othe.
5.

It gives them a sense of satisfaction wnen tney

are dressed neatly.
V.

Actual process in washing cotton materials
A.

Illustrations followed by demonstration of practice.
1.

Shov,

2. Have
3.

3.

Plate XII

-

steps in washing clothes.

mother carry out tue procedure.

Show Plate XIV

-

method of wasning diapers.

questions
1.
2.
3.

How do we sort out clothes?
Vhy must we

Thy?

end before washing?

What kind of water do you use for soaking your
clothes?

4.

How long do you soak your clothes?

5.

What kind of water do you use fcr rinsing?

6.

How do you wash baby diapers?

7.

What kind of soap do you use for bab

8.

Where do you dry your clothes,

9.

There do your

Why?

clothes?

on the line or rack?

white cotton clothes

et dried?

10. What process do you follow in ironing?
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C.

Conclusion
1. Colored clothes and woolens

rust

be washed sepaI

ately.
2. Lending of thin spots is necessary to prevent

the wearing of holes.
.

Soak in luke warm water to

open weaves of

loosen dirt and

fabric.

4. rive to ten minutes of soaking is
5.

First rinse water

must be hot to open the

weaves and take away

6. Use mild soap for

sufficient.

all

soap.

all baby's clothing.

Strong

will irritate the tender skin.
7. For baby clothes, use borax instead of washing
soap

soda.

clottes and kills germs.
bluing or ironing is necessary when baby

8. Suniignt bleaches

9.
1C.

No

c1oties are dried in the sun.
In hanging clothes remember the following
steps:
a. Wipe clothes line with damp cloth before
han(:irI.

b. Dry clothes inside out.
C.

hang as nearly as

desired
d. Put

lik:e

possible in trie shape

when ready to be

used.

clothes together.
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e.

Do

fasten pins over worn or thin spots.

riot

follow in ironing

11. Steps to
a.

Have clothes evenly damp by sprinkling each
piece,

fold tne sides and ends into the

middle fold tightly.
b. Wipe the iron with a clean piece of cloth to

remove rust and dust, then wax iron with
bees wax or paraffin to ma.e
c.

Test heat of iron

ori

nooth.

a piece of old cloth,

before ironing garments.
d.

Temperature of iron needed depends upon the
material.

e.

Pirst iron parts that will wrinkle least then
large flat surfaces.

f.

Articles to be ironed should be stretcrìed
flat

oii

tue board,

the thread of the clotnes

straight with the edge of

trie

board.

Part II Lesson XIII

Washin

I

.

of Colored

aterials, Woolens anu

1revious assignment
Bring colored clothes (both woolen and silk) to class.

lI.

Washing colored materials
A.

Q,uestions
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1. What should
ed

we

consider chiefly in washing color-

clothes?

is most essential in retaining color?

2.

W'nat

3.

How cari

speed be accoriplished?

4. What bleaches color?
B. Demonstration of the process emphasizing the follow-

ing:
1. Cool water prevents color from bleeding.
2. Mild soap prevents injury to color.

dried quickly. This
can be accomplisned by wraping silk in dry towels.
4. Sunlight bleaches colcr (colored clothes should
be dried in the shade).
5. If trie color runs badly place towels inside tie
sleeves and between front and back of the gar-.
3. Colored

clothes should

be

ment.
6. Keep colored

fabrics from touching

one

another

while they are da:rp.
7. Rubbing will injure color.
C.

III.

Actual practice.

Washin
A.

woolen and

knitted materials.

Questions
1. That is your problem in washing woolen?
2. What causes shrinkage?
3. That causes hardening of wool fabrics?
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B.

Demonstration of the process, emphasizing the
following principles:
1.

Woolens will be hardened by
a.

Strong soap

b. Sunlight
c.

2.

Rubbing

To avoid hardening of woolens
a. Use

borax as softener.

h. Use neutral soap.
e.

3.

4.

Dry in gentle breeze and in the shade.

Woolens will be shrunken by
a.

Strong soap.

h.

Sudden change of temperature.

c.

Sunlight.

To avoid shrinking
a.

Use luke warm water for washing woolens.

b. Never boil.
e.

While

thunp,

press with warm iron on wrong

side, over a pad or turkish towel.
d.
C.

Lrush garments when dry.

Actual practice.
A..

Question
1

B.

.

What are your problems in washing silk?

Principles demonstrated in the process.
1.

SilK when exposed to
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2.

a.

Sunlight

b.

Strong soap

To avoid

a.

yellow color

a. Use neutral soap
b.

Dry in shade

3. Silk will be

injured by

a.

Rubbing

b.

Twisting

e.

High Temperature

To avoid injuring the fabric

4.

a.

1ever rub or twist

b.

Use luke warm water and cool iron.

c.

Roll silk in towel and iron on wrong side

while damp.
Conclusion--Ceneral principles:
1.

The first rinse should be hotter than wash water to

remove soap.
2.

For woolens, silks, and colored materials use mild

temperatures.
3.

Dry white cotton materials in the sun.

4.

Dry woolens,
(

5.

and colored :naterials in the shade

speed is important in drying colored materials).
or

arid

6.

silks,

woolens1

silks, and colored materials use mild soap,

rub as little as possible.

Apply methods and devices for labor, mone
saving.

and time
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A SUGGESTED EETHOD FOR CHECKflJG

PAPEì'T PRACTICES

Objective tests, exariinations, or víritten reports
are the usual procedure by which a study group leader
determines the outcome of learning experiences.
however, are not methods which can be employed with an

illiterate

Tnese1

are inefficient methods
for use in any group, due to the fact that most tests for
knowledge measure the theoretical rather than the practical
side. That one really gains may be better judged from his
actual practice and from his daily living.
Another method of judging the outcome of a series of
learning experiences is trirough expressed attitudes and
responses during meetings. The attitudes of tne learner
may however, be of short duration. Follow up conferences,
enccuragenient, ¿uidance, and supervision are neQessary to
forestal]. forgetting and to facilitate the integration of
group.

More over t:iey

learning and practice.
How

would such guidance be

beyond the

leader's

member of the

group.

possible?

It

would be

power to extend Ller guidance tc every
The

following plan therefore, is

suggested as method for promoting rather trian checking

their practices.
1. Have members of the group with more advanced back-
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responsibility for nelping other members
who are in need of assistance. Then two people work toenthusiasì is sustained over a
gether on a
longer period of tii;e.
2. Whenever new jrojects are to be done, the leader
will arrange a definite time to start oie or two members
grounds assume a

projects

of the group on the job and

let

them

in turn be respon-

sible for tne other members. This plan is somewhat Sliiiilar to tue lay leadership plan, quite extensively used
in the United States and Canada.
3. Secure help froni the visiting nurse in this
district. et ner cooperation in planning meals and in
caring for babies.
4. Select an adviser for each member. This adviser
d special instruction.
to be a faculty member who has
Let the adviser be responsible in nelping individuals
assemble the eauipment or materials necessary for the
project. (This is very important since mUCIi ot tuie practice depends on suitable equipment.)
5. Ii' the members prefer, arrange an extra period of
time by which they can meet in small groups at one another's house for trie purpose of seviing or discussing
problems.

instructor will set aside specific nours for
personal conferences with parents vino need special help.
6.

Trie
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All these planc mai be used at one tinte or only

selected ones

may be

used as the occasion requires.

Although the sample lessons included in the study

are not complete, from the stand point of known facts,
the writer has attempted to select the salient points and
to integrate them into survey units with tue nope that
this material will stimulate a better attitude toward
the importance of proper physical care in the program of

child development.

It is also the

hope of tiie

writer that the practices

of parents will improve with the increase of icriowledge.

If

an

interest in further study

course will have been of value.

lias been stimulated the

This course is intended

merely as an nucleus for further study.
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SULARY

Ix-i

this study the writer

rias attempted to

outline a

plan for introducing a education course into China.
Before setting forth specific recommendations, care-

ful consideration was iven to the selection of a communit,y for the introduction of this work. Tuis community
of

its

vil1ae), after

navin been selected because
relationship to educational centers, was subjected

(Fung Wong

to a careful analysis to determine the specific needs of

the people.
Inc1udin in tne characteristics wiuich were analyzed
are: the organization of the village itself, the economic

status of the people, the organization of
the fa.:ilies and the habite, customs, practices and
attitudes related to tne care of ciiildren.
Since this analysis revealed an immediate need for
improvement of practices witr reference to the physical
care of the infant, the writer selected tiic topic for
the introductory course in parent education, witi tìe
thought that later courses would be designed to give help
in bringing about a better environment for the promotion
of mental, social, and emotional development of txe child.
Available nowlede in the field of physical care
was then summarized. Topics upon which there appeared to
and educational
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be widest gaps between Cninese practices and approved

methods were selected for tue course of study.
topics included:

Medical

uperv±sion, Diet of Expectant

:others, Personal hygiene, Rest and Exercise,
the

Food,

Mother1

These

Clothing for

Tne Infant's Diet, Preparation of Artificial

The baby's Bath,

Safe Guarding the Baby's Health,

Infant's Clothing, Care of Clothing, Sleep, Elimation,
and a Prograi

of Play for the First Year of Life.

Care

was taken to select, adapt and simplify the subject

matter to the extent that it falls within the needs and
understanding of illiterate Chinese parents.
Available methods of presenting the subject matter

were then given consideration.

These methods were analyz-

ed and selected from the standpoint of possibilities for

changing practices and modifying attitudes.

A

careful

analysis was made to determine the confoiity of these

possible methods to tne laws of learnin.

Consideration

was also given to the customs of the people to prevent

unnecessary violations.
Visual methods reinforced by lecture discussions
and verbal presentations appeared to be best adapted to
the tecching of this material.

were selected.

These methods therefore

The visual method demonstrations, tne

use of illustrative materials, posters, film strips,

movies and pictures thrown on a screen.
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presentation of a selected sample of lessons is
described in this study.
A1thouh the course of study outlined in this volume
is nere1y an introductory course, it is tne hope of the
writer that it will serve as a òeinning unit in a series
practices
of courses wnicn will be designed to foster
in the care and training of children. It is also the hope
that these courses will promote sound relationships between
individuals and develop better adjusted, integrated and
emotionally matured personalities wno in turn will be
better qualified to care for their children.
It seems highly probable that trie introduction of
parent education into China rias great possibilities for
tue improvement of conditions. If an attitude toward tne
importance of this work is proer1y stixiulated, perhaps
sorne of trie present magazines in China that now use pictures as a means of educating people in matters concerning
Tue

riit

politics, athletics

and

art,

may

devote a few pages each

month to the iniprovernent of Chinese

practices in child

care and training.

training of lay leaders also offers possibilities
for furthering this work.
The
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SOURCES OF

INFOATION AID MATERIALS
FOR VISUAL AIDS

Sources of information concerning materials for visual
aids were asse.ibled for use
future needs as

tillS

ILl

t:iis

study and also for

course is expanded.

These companies and organizations

viere

selected in

accord with the following criteria:
1.

Those that send out suitable materiale Íor parents of
pre- sciool children,

2.

(including infants).

Those that supply inexpensive materials whlcxi are

obtainable by a club or an institution with little
means.
3.

Those institutions tiat are known to give information
of value.

Sources of Information

1.

From the United States Depart:neut of Agriculture, Office of Exteision Work at Washington D. C.

it is poss-

ible to obtain a list of film strips in Home Economics

with information concerning methods of obtaining these
fiLas.

Tne strips cost from 36 to 45 ceits a roll.

They may be shown on a projectln
2.

machine.

The United States Department of Agriculture, Office of

136

picture Extension Service, at washington, D. C.
has fiLns for rent.
The Bureau of Home Economics, United States Department
of Ariculture at Washington, D. C. has prepared charts
on child feeding, growth, nutrition, and other topics
of interest. They have also designed sorne children's
clothing witlCh may be secured for exhibit purposes.
This bureau wili. supply information as to how materials
and exhibits may be secured.
The department of visual instruction of t;ie Extension
division at Iowa State College at Ames, Iowa has some
valuable films on child care and training. Pull information and lists of films will be sent upon request.
The hand Book of 'Jisua]. Instruction by Ellswortn C.
Dent published by Pringham Young University, Provo,
Utah contains valuable instructions concerning kinds of
visual aids, their uses and sources of visual materials.
The Ideal Baby Shoes Co. at Denver, iass. supplies shoes
and charts for exitibition purposes.
The Laternity Center Association at I East Fifty Seventh
st., New York City also seels posters, materials and
books. A price list may be obtained froa this associatLiotion

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

ion.
8.

National council of parent Education at 60 East 42nd
St., New York City will give full information in regard
Trie

137

to posters and films.

.

Interior,

Washington, D. C.

the Blue Book of 1on-tiieatrical
Pllms, published by the Education Screen Inc., 60 ast
Lake St. Chicago contains valuable information about
motion pictures on child care and training and otiier
One Thousand and One,

fields of

il.

also has motion picture films

for rent and for sale.
A list of Motion Picture Films for Parent Education
programs has been prepared by Cime LI. Koon, Abel J.
Gregg, and Agnes Tilson. Under each title listed in
their book will be found a brief description of rental
prices with aduresses of disseminating agencies. This
book may be obtained from the United States Department
of

10.

lt

home

economics.

Other codipanies or

institutions disseminating educat-

ional films and posters are as follows: Bauscri and
o. Roc4iester, . 1; Bells and Howard Co.
Lomb Optica.i
.

180, Larchraent Ave. Chicago,

Ill.;

Eastman Teaching

Films, Inc., 343 State St. Rochester, 1. Y.; Edited
Picture Syste.n, Inc. 330 [. 42nd St. i. Y. Citi;
irpi Picture Consultants, Inc. 250 W 57th St. N. Y.

City.
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. iew York City.
National Council Y. M. C. A. Motion Picture Bureau

138
19S La Salle St. Chicago Ill.

Society for 'Tisual Education 327 S La Salle St. Chicago
Ill.

Spencer Lens Co. 17 Boat St. ¿uffalo, ì. Y.
These agencies render many services.

Tnrough their

distrubuting centers, visual nateria1s can be secured
at reasonable costs.
12. A list of posters on cii1d

iea1th compiled by the Edu-

cational Service of the Jmerican Child dealth Association

2(

West 50th St. New York City is available.

kìef-

erences on infant welfare .re also included.
13.

The iational Child Welfare Association, 70 Fifth Ave.

New York City has some posters on child care.
3.4.

The American

Ckiicao,

edica1 Association 535 No. Dearborn St.

Ill. .ias a set of baby posters.

The aboie list of source material is by no means

plete,

ut rather,

coin-

a selected list of materials that are

suitable from the standpoint of tie writer's needs.

